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11:30 am sa.—

10.01

’ve just returned from a RW training
walk in CP on a drizzly fall like day.
We sat inside at the Boathouse for the first
time since summer began, when we started going to the outdoor cafe at the sailboat
lake rite downhill from the other one; we
had coffee & bagel (I had scrambled eggs
on roll with cheese). We looked out over
the rowboat lake seeing the first signs of
changing leaves. It is 52ºF and I still have
the garden door open here in my apartment, peering out at sidewalk level to the
wet streets with cars make a swooshing
sound; I'm dreading the confrontation with
my landlord regarding this last month’s
very disruptive garden conditions. Because
of the building in the rear being rehabilitated, I have gotten a lot of debris raining
down on me daily plus cement on the
plants, etc and therefore I've not had the
freedom to use it as normal. I want a credit for this interference in the use of rented
property— like $200 for the one and half
months affected. He may say yes and later
deduct it from my deposit reimbursement;
so that if he agrees, I will have to have it in
writing. I also worry that he will charge me
for abuse of the apartment and again find
reason to deduct, so I want him to inspect
it now before I pay this month’s rent, or not
pay and have it taken out of my de posit
which I know he doesn’t like to do. I do understand that since I am living on his property and mite damage it up to the day I
leave. I'd also like to know when I can expect the reimbursement. I hate con frontation and argument, but I also hate not
standing up for legitimate demands. Either
way I feel diminished, powerless and lacking character.
will be sad, and am already beginning
to feel it, to be leaving this charming
apartment with the garden. If the landlord,
the tall thin strange jewish man Doug,
would have put a glass door to the garden
it would be a great improvement; and
keeping a lite on it at nite is both attractive
and protective.
Per, who supported Cervin’s & my ef-

I

fall 95 october

forts in the 40km race earlier this month,
gave me this chart to graphically & numerically depict my output of energy during the
race.

1:30 midnite— We had a bad nite, A & I.
We went to BAM on comps that she had
gotten as a former international critic. “Clymestra”, an evening-length work, was the
program and lasted an exhausting 3 hours.
It was an awful bore for me. Furthermore A
& I got into several arguments and almost
split up. She was very hurt by, what she
called, a dismissive attitude on my part and
we just didn’t get the hang of Venusian &
Martian differing perspectives on life as
clearly explained in Gray’s book.

Good Nite. I’m supposed to do 18 miles in
the morning.

I

9:00 pm su.—

10.02

did a big 18mil RW this morning starting around 8:45 to approx 12:45 for
exactly 3hr48min55sec or 228:55 or
229min — 12.7min/mil. That’s slow. I won-
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der if I did more mileage than I figured. August 14, preparing for the 40km (25mil), I
walked 3 loops of CP …I am going to look
up what my time was …3hr53min28sec or
233: 28min or 233.5 divided by 18 = 12.97
or 13min/mil then versus 12.7 now. Better
than I thought, however it doesn’t compare
to race-pace which, for that distance which
is like a 30km, was 11.4min/ mil last year at
this time, and in the 40km was also 11.4
min/mil (284min divided by 25mil); at the
5/94 20km Race it was 10.5 min/mil (20km
divided by 1.6km/mil = 12.5mil). [Sorry for
all the detail. If you’re a running or racewalking athlete, this focus is understandable to you since the monitoring and quantifying of effort & results is important to motivation.]
The Loft rent was paid today with
$1300 cash (I had reduced it by $350 to
compensate them for the real estate broker
showing it and eliminate the need for them
to have another rent-paying person there
which, unfortunately, I discovered today,
they do anyway. I don’t like that.) The paint
job that John did brightens the Loft very
well and makes it feel more desirable. The
job was sloppy and requires a good deal of
touch-up.
Tomorrow the plumbing will be done in
the toilet area and their insurance is paying
me $300 for my refinishing the ceiling and
some sprinkler work.

I went to Canal St to see the existing
Chembank being renovated, the one which I
am rendering; so I now have the needed info
to complete the job. No more excuses.

I

called A today to discuss a little further the emotional troubles of yesterday. (The anger I expressed when she
asked about the chair she’s saving for me
that I don’t know if I can have the seat portion repaired or replaced; and also when
she asked me if I had been on the Bayarea metro in San Francisco. My explanation is not satisfactory: like for example, I
had moments ago said that I hadn’t been
able to reach the store Butcherblock for
seat-cost, the implication being that I
couldn’t therefore give her an answer. Nevertheless she asked me if she should still

save the chair for me— “I just told you I
don’t know the answer, so why do you ask
again?!” On the subway business, I had
answered her story regarding the Moscow
Subway System, with “I am satisfied with
the Mexico City Metro and the SF one.”
She responded with “Have you been on
it?”— I blew up on that as if she didn’t believe me, or didn’t remember that I lived
there for almost 2 years, and returned
there on 2 or 3 occasions since to visit
Rosalinda, Ted K and interviewing women
architects. My reactions are neurotic at
worst and just typical Martian-male factual/objective at best. She is very disturbed
by my irrational annoyance with her questions. It joins that other question she asked
when we were going to see the ParkWest
apartment, when I had told her that the former studio I had seen a month ago was
sold but that this new available studio had
the same lay-out with being higher up—
she asked “You didn’t ask if there were any
other ones?”. I blew up. I felt I was lucky
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that we still had one to see and of the
same type I had been trying to decide on
before. She was already looking for other
things, back-up questions I should have
asked. I thought she implied I had not done
well to find this one and that I should have
asked for alternative choices; I had acted
bad or stupid.
I don’t know what the common thread in
my reactions is. I think it’s that I fear my
contact with people lead me to irrational
decisions and that she is seeing this deficiency in my personality. So— I am defensive. That’s certainly true.
Another aspect is how & what she asks
and what her vested interest is. To ask
about what I have just informed her of, implies she does not believe me or that what
I’ve said is not important and therefore not
heard. This grates my Martian man.
he, as a Venusian, asks in order to
make personal contact and that
emotional investment is certainly a contrast to my intentions at that moment and
may also bother me just for the difference.
Thus, she is met by my irritation and feels
rejected. That’s definitely true. But it’s not
true that I don’t value her love & friendship.
And so when she feels dejected and complains about my hateful behavior, I get still
more angry because that was not consciously my intention; and when she concludes from that that we are no good for
each other, she compounds the problem
still further. It is labeling something complex by a simple one moment even to
drawing erroneous conclusions.
I ’d prefer not to have these reactions of
mine; she’d also prefer not to have her reactions to my static. But when I mention
the Mars/Venus syndrome as a partial explanation for the energy-backup, she says:
“That’s a cop-out!”. I still think it holds up
as an explanation.
I see my primary reaction is one of irritation with the venusian point of view.
When you take this as a personal rejection
and become despondent at not connecting
with me when your intentions are loving, I
feel guilty for causing you this pain when I
was just responding to a type of at titude.

S

This deepens the shit we are in. I would
have forgotten my irritation a minute later
because it is merely an instinctual dismay
of an objective mind to a subjective one,
but it is perpetuated when you get depressed and finally convince yourself that I
don’t like (love) you; now you say that even
if you try to chalk that moment up to bad
mood or neurosis or an accident, another
will come along and another, etc until you
have been battered to the point of having
to fight back against the abuse. Well, I
don’t agree— what you think you call ignoring the first attack is really swallowing
hurt and getting you down. You are making
a deposit in the depression account; I see
that on your face & behavior and make a
deposit in the guilt account.

I

think we need to get used to be ing together. The warm & passionately expressive You that casual friends prize in
you is very different in an intimate relationship. There it can overwhelm, dominate,
dictate, demand and finally polarize us and
self destruct thru lack of compromise or
meeting on common ground or neutral
terms. We need time to get to know each
other each time, I feel.
12:00 midnite— I’ve tried for an hour to
get thru to A intending to read her the
above insights. Busy busy busy …What
can I do— I should be happy that she has
so many intimate friends, that way I don’t
have to be totally responsible for her unhappiness or happiness.
am going to play a bit with the furniture mock-ups since I measured my
old furnishings down at the Loft (desk, low
table, safe, file cabinets, table, chest of
drawers etc.)— apparently I think that I am
going to sell the Loft as well as be ap -

I
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proved for the mortgage that will get me
the Condo!

A

8:30 am mo. —

10.03

3rd nite with close to freezing temperatures; luckily I have a small
room and an effective electrical heater, but
I was still cold on my arms even while
wearing long exercise-pants, socks & tshirt and covered with 3 lite-weight blankets. I called the furnace contract company
at 91 to start the furnace there.
9:00pm— I haven’t connected with A yet,
tho we spoke briefly this morning when I
pressed her programmed telephone number instead of the Loft. She couldn’t speak
and was obviously not disposed to talking
to me anymore, I think. (It’s like Sally in
that film “When Harry met Sally” which I
am viewing for the ump teenth time today
where, after they had made love, had sex,
and both insisted it was a mistake which
only he believed in, she no longer wants to
talk to him because she realizes that he’s
withdrawing …and the only way to get him
to see that action, is for her to step back so
that he will come after her.) I resist identifying A & I with those two because I am
having difficulty seeing a love-relationship
potential, especially when it’s either that or
no thing. I suppose I’d prefer to have A as a
friend if she was willing not to push the
lovething; but since she isn’t, I am forced
to declare myself one way or the other. (I
am still hung up on her age without seeing
my own. I am blind— still seeing my self as
a 40 or 50 year-old, if not 16.)
So where to go with this all? If I call her
now to read that stuff I wrote last nite, it really is not meaningful unless I think she
can once again be a love-object for me (if
you’ll pardon this clinical terminology.)
Phone is busy busybusy busybusy
busybusybusy— just like yesterday and so
often. She really has so many people in
her life! Maybe I should just step out of it.
SHE IS MY ONLY FRIEND AND NOW SHE
DOESN’T WANT TO BE THAT EITHER.
WHAT A PICKLE I’M IN! (Harry kept calling
her but Sally didn’t want to hear. Finally he

got off his ass and declared himself in
“When Harry Met Sally”. I don’t feel I can
do that. “Ask Isadora” psychologist in the
Village Voice said that age is not a legitimate reason to cop out in a relationship—
so maybe I am using that as an excuse for
not getting close to her. I have to admit that
she is so demanding and I feel manipulated. It is true that I’m resisting. It is also true
that she can not pull back her claws, and if
I keep cutting them, she’ll stop coming
…and it’s close to that right now.
9:00 am tu. —

10.04

DREAM: Late in the day I drive into a
large fairly empty one story warehouse in order to ship rush-rush a sizable order of garments to a department-store.
The one foreman on duty is not happy to
see activity here this late in the day and it is
necessary for me to persuade him that the
shipment is substantial and urgent. We, an assistant & myself, set ourselves up for the work
of hanging sizing & organizing, generally
preparing the garments, the shipment. While I
was off asking the foreman about the next
shipper’s pickup I was hoping that that work
was advancing rapidly.
When I returned, there was only a single
yellow skirt hanging on the rack; there were
some plastic bags and open boxes, but there
was basically no progress. It looked as if the
garments were not on hangers and they mite
not even be tagged. This was going to be a
ridiculous effort to get off a respectable & substantial shipment together. I could not ship
less than a half of the entire order— department stores like all or half with the other half
following within days. I was obviously not at
that stage— i t was frustrating!
END

I

am in a bad baaad mood this morning— I feel friendless, without work
and without a purpose in life. I feel I will
drive A into despair if I continue this relationship and I do not have a single other
person with whom to talk or do things with.
I really don’t really want to do anything except sit home in front of the keyboard and
screen tapping away at my dissatisfaction
with my life. This is not going to change because I am sitting on the 12th floor in a well
built, nicely furnished apartment of a well
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managed building. The racewalking seems
to be my only outlet inlet to life with others.

A

At this rate, I still have another day or two
to finish the renderings on my table.

bad piece of news from the broker
is that my impatience to sell the loft
will finally have cost me, if I get the mortgage, $2500 plus some $300 monthly (all
interest on capital loan less the deductible
taxes for my income-tax bracket) for every
month. SO, say I am able to close the Loftsale on january 1— it will have cost me
2x300 plus 2500 = $3100. I would be paying back 62k plus 3 or 65k for the privilege
of getting that apartment now. With the other fees to lawyers, the 22k down-payment,
etc, that 12Y Studio will have cost me 90k.
If I get net 210k out of the Loft, I will have
120k left to sulk with. I have a one time
125k tax-free capital gains allowance. So I
will have managed buying a new house
(Condo) with liquidating just $9k of my annuities, as I am doing as soon as the companies send me the appropriate forms, to
buy this Studio. If I could get by on just sur-

rendering the 5k one (I get 4k now, the rest
is pretaxed) I would not dilute my interest
accruing in my Keogh & IRA annuities.
They can not be replaced since they were
build up over 20 or more years at the 10%
of net income permitted yearly.
11:00am— I’ve done nothing but editing
in Jul’93. (Once again, failing to SAVE,
cost me some time. I now have a sign under the screen: SAVE!) Going to exercise,
eat and go work.
10:30pm— I finally put the gas on the
rendering work; I was able to bring all 3 to
the final phase of putting in people, which
I’ll do tomorrow morning for delivery in the
early afternoon. (At the same time I want to
visit the mortgage company to get my original documents and try to lite a fire under
the work. I need to pay rent— cash or
check? And see the plumbing work which
was completed today hopefully.)
n the late afternoon I left a message
for A asking her to come over to see
the late phase of the renderings. She came
dressed in a very strange outfit: long tan

I
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hair is dyed a reddish brown without a sign
of grey or white— that is a little surreal.
Those straw hat drive me crazy. Then there
were those words I've heard with dread so
many times: “We have got to talk!” I am so
sick of that insistence on clearing up
things. They make me literally feel ill.

I think I have to tell her that I am dropping
out, that I cannot handle the pressure of this
relationship. That I can’t handle the guilt of
hurting her; that we are on different wavelengths.
So I’ll be without a friend …totally friendless. So what else is new!?

P

2:30 pm we. —

woolen knit coat over black sweater and
wearing a straw coolie hat; her face was
glistening from oil that had a very heavy &
medicinal odor. She did not look good to
me, in fact I was shocked when she appeared at the door. She looked old and
weird. I immediately removed my glasses
knowing how poorly I react to seeing her
up close with clear vision. She was here for
may be 4 minutes during which she examined the renderings on my invitation using
my glasses (she rarely uses her glasses—
I think it is vanity as well as her belief that
eyes get more exercise without them; I
don’t believe that.) When she left I went
right away into the bathroom to examine
my own face for signs of the same aura of
age that I experience seeing her— it was
too subjective an appraisal for me to draw
any conclusion. Making unhappy or sad
grimaces didn’t improve my understanding
of how horrified I am of her appearance.
Her eyes are dark and glowing youthful,
her voice is strong and of course her mind
is 10 times deeper than normal folks. Her

10.05

lease tell me what to do! I am again
enraged at the landlord (this fairly
nice tall jewish fellow for rejecting totally
my request for a credit on the garden mess
I have been subjected to for one and a half
months now). Today the patio & garden is
covered with a heavy layer of dust like a
snow-fall. Windows have had to remain
closed. My laundry was covered with
heavy particle dust. It will take a big
sweeping job to get of it all. (In 3 weeks I
am leaving. My check for the rent of this
month has not cleared the bank yet.)
I am tempted, out of spite, because of
his dismissing my credit claim, to give him
some rejection— ”Stop payment on the
Check”. What I’ll achieve is simply to pay
him back in kind for what he has done to
me— revenge; I will also have available
that $775 in case the closing happens in
october as I am hoping or anyway first
week of november. I’ll lose the $825 deposit but I’m likely to lose that anyway because of some damage I’ve done here
which he’s found …so on the money score,
it really doesn’t matter what I do except
that I’ll have that extra money available
now or at the end of the month.
hat shall I do? I hate confrontation
and I am sure he will come back
with his anger. But I have mine to counter
it and I don’t think there is anything else he
can do. He’s controlling me and I don’t like
it. (My tenants have much more patience

W
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with my handling of their leased space and
I have more problems down there besides
the coming & going of the real-estate broker; but then I have lowered their rate
$350.) What shall I do. $15 for Stop Payment is also not negligible. Stupid jew that
I am.
called today and said that she was
sorry for being so distant and afraid
to stay longer yesterday when she stopped
by to see the progress on the rendering
work. (I still haven’t finished, but I do have
the people sketched into the illustrations—
they still need delineation and a little more
color like skin or hair. Tomorrow morning.)
We agreed to go see the Bela Lewitzky
Dance Company at the Joyce on sunday
evening— I am buying the tickets at $25 a
piece. I am thankful for A’s help in choosing the Condo @ ParkWest and helping
lower the price in bidding $80k when first
offered to me at 90k. (Later she said she
wished she had started at 75; and I am beginning to wonder why I didn’t hold out at
80 as several people and advised me. I am
‘lache’ as they say in french— cowardly;
just as I have been in dealing with the landlord here in my garden-apartment.)

A

Yesterday’s RW was very tough: I & coach
Stella did 16x440 yds (1/4 miles) and she
pushed herself, and consequently me, very
hard— most of my times were at 2:22min,
never going higher than 2:27 and several
times dipping into the teens. Tonite, Cervin & I
racewalked together for “8 easy miles”.

I got a chance to ask him about his
progress with reading the DEATH manuscript. He said he was 2/3 thru but he was
not as drawn to it as MEXICO because he
found missing the fleshing out persons &
places. He, as a purist, scholar & conservative, felt put off by my miniature battles
with modernizing the english language
when I refuse to write the unvoiced “gh” &
“h” like in night, light, slight, bright, flight,
fight and through & thorough. He also stated sarcastically that 2/3 of what I write is
what one would pay a psychoanalyst to listen to. He didn’t see my relationship to
Tata as clearly as he has felt the one to

Alexi. I told him that, when I have sold the
Loft, I intend to take those two manuscripts
to an editor and see if they could be made
more marketable, create a more respondent chord with the larger public; he
thought that was cheating— asking a writer
to make my thing better writing. I didn’t
agree with him saying that that is not what
editor do for the most part— they grammar
check, clarify when unclear, pose questions that may lead to stronger message,
flow & thru-line, discuss the prospects for
publication and suggest where to go from
here: writers’ reps, publishers, back to
school or forget it.
7:00pm— Just a very quick note to state
that I finally delivered that 3-rendering job
to Chemical client. OK. I bought tickets for
A & I for a sunday nite concert, I delivered
some documents to the mortgage company
(picking up my originals) and I got my mail
from the Loft (incl. patching temporarily the
ceiling hole over the toilet where the
plumbing job was done).

I’m off to a RW session.

10:00pm— I am back from a RW workout. I
left at 7:10 and I finished at 9:05; during this
time I ran 3 miles, did a 2mil racewalk-warmup
and trained at top speed for 2x3km distances
at 20:22 & 19:17min plus 1km with the group
for a total of 7km (4mil), plus 2mil equals 6mil
RW & 3R. Grand Total = 9mil. I should have
done another 3km RW for the scheduled training but I had to get back to talk to A before
her going to sleep at 9pm because of a scheduled colonoscopy in the morning (she plans to
get up at 5am to do her 2 hour purification
routine of yoga & meditation.) Tomor row I’m
free from work and can spend the whole
fuck’n day, if I want, on the Journal-work.

W

hen I was at the Loft this afternoon, I saw Carol C going in and
later going out with her big husky dog. She
was my first dance teacher, she never saw
me in concert which definitely hurts my
feelings. But just to show how much of my
life potential is destroyed or destructible, I
could easily related to her in passing comments on things we shared and have
shared— In the Loft, at this very moment,
her 4ft diameter purple neon circle was
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glowing seductively and in the windows I
have mounted two of the wood circular
hoops she gave me when she retired from
dance and gave many of her props away.
Also, at this very moment, I was on my way
to buy tickets to a dance performance that
very much represents the type of work I
admire the most, tho I have only seen it
once in a demonstration at the YMHA
Dancecenter and a solo done by a woman
named Iris, teacher & member of the Bela
Lewitzky Dance Co at the time in the late
70s, on a televised “Dance In America” series on WNET.

G

9:30 am fr. —

10.07

etting up very slowly this morning
as the debris falls in the backyard.
One thing Ordover told me when I consulted him regarding my dealings with the
landlord here: ‘If you don’t ask for it, you
won’t get it!’ and also ‘If you don’t tell him,
how will he know?’ The construction debris
is so thick in the back-garden, there is no
heat here and he took the portable radiator
away, etc. Anyway, I have decided that I
have asked and been rebuffed enough,
and I am moving in three weeks and will
never again be in this rental situation again
where I get into the emotional problem of
feeling neglected by this stranger. (I did
have a delicious sleep last nite under the
red comforter which I finally got out of the
cleaners— $25 worth; but it felt very warm
that finally, for the first nite in a week, I had
just t-shirt and underpants on, without
socks.)
The sun is shining britely here in the
front windows— that will be the same sun
that will shine continually over in 12Y. (I do
feel almost certain that that is coming thru
for me. The fact that the banks will, according to Kelly at Sky scraper Mortgage,
only take 3-4 days to look over the file and
reject or commit to the loan application,
makes me feel better about the many
fraudulent income figures therein. And it’s
estimated that the application will reach
them on monday october 10, I’ll therefore
know by the end of the 15, leaving me two

weeks to fulfill and complete the demands
of the Closing. It could work— that I’ll be
out of here by the end and that my stuff will
be moved directly to 392CPW four blocks
from here. Manhattan Ave actually butts directly into my building at 100St; I could actually have the stuff brought on a dolly
rather than a truck or a panel. I will not
have to really pack well and close up boxes real titely for transport.
oday, hopefully, will be a day for Y &
M, laundry and farmers’ market, and
of course the ubiquitous Journal (how did I
ever get into this heavy investment in navel
gazing?)
3:30pm — Nothing much: I did the Y & M,
the farmer’s market and still waiting to do
the laundry. Doing it at A’s, at 444CPW, tho
only a short block away, means involvement with another human and that is one
thing, some thing, the thing I have the
worst time with. The garden is covered with
soot because I’m not assertive enough, the
front window view blocked with the upstairs
people’s garbage, and me— talking to mySelf about all the ways I don’t get to have
my way. (Phone still busy over at A’s; one
more time and I’ll go down 5 blocks to a
commercial laundromat at 100St.)
12:00midnite— So I did get the laundry
done (a single wash) at A’s house and we
had a brief exchange when I went upstairs
to get the key. She had had a colon oscopy
earlier in the morning performed by a highly recommended oriental-american doctor
who was able to determine that her intestines are normal & healthy. He suggested that she not eat after 6pm daily so that
the fermentation activity that was irritating
mite be inhibited.

T

I did a RW of 6 miles in 75min with Cervin
and we had quite an annoying-to-me discussion about professionalism as a writer. I was
vulnerable & defensive to his classical conception of sculpting expression thru drafts &
edits, feeling that he implied that I was not a
writer and needed training and discipline. We
were sarcastic and edgy with each other and
may even have parted in anger— he usually
leaves where the CP West Drive meets at the
Eldorado Towers, those twin 40 story towers
between 90-91Sts & CPW. We are going to do

O
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the Marathon together.

n returning home I passed under
A’s windows and called up to her
on the 4th floor. She motioned that it was
OK to come and I went upstairs to have
that discussion about the text for her next
written gallery exhibition proposal where
“Love-slaves” is the theme. I stayed 45min
or so and we were quite affectionate. I
could have stayed and we mite have had
sexual relations. Monday is Columbus Day,
sunday we have a date for the dance performance at the Joyce Theater— we mite
very well sleep together that nite; and monday is my day off RW plus a holiday,
Columbus Day.
12:00 noon sa.—

10.08

RW of 6 miles & R of 3 miles; had coffee&bagel with the group (Mel still waiting for
Emma after training).

I

spoke at length with Len, 69 yrs old—
he dates women, girls as he says, of
50 or so, and attends support groups for
the elderly at the YMHA where he says
there are tons of good-looking independent
& interesting women. I told him of my continuing crisis with A regarding my feeling
too young physically for her and feeling uncomfortable with her ways of denying her
age like the dyed hair and the constant oil
application she subjects her skin to, primarily her face, and the more permanent
signs of aging like stooping. (Apparently
she is way past the menopause stage because I’ve never heard her mention any of
those symptoms.) So, at this moment, I
think I want to retain whatever our relationship is or was or can be without any more
glitches & kvetching.(more than that is
needed— I’ll have to give in to it; give to it
unreservedly). Simultaneously I want to
test access to that early 50s group of available women that Len introduced me to
without telling A.

I've done very little since
this morning’s Racewalk. I spent probably 5 hours on the Mac editing June ’93
and finishing up the formatting of
Sept’94 in QuarkXPress. I have gone
thru all my bills and put away all my
11:00pm—

paint & palettes because I won’t see
another job as long as I’m here on
Manhattan Ave, in fact I may not see
another job until late november, more
than a month from now, at least as far
as Chemical is concerned, my one only
really active client. I can’t understand
what keeps this city alive —traffic on
the street and in the stores cannot be
more than a third of what it used to be
4 years ago. This has been a long long
long recession since the market crash
of late 1987. (God, I hope that I’ll be living at 392CPW at this time in 3 weeks!)
At this moment I am taping for Alexi
a very strange film "1900" directed by
Bertolucci with several american actors
like Lancaster, Burt, de Niro, Robert,
Sutherland, Donald …It is quite odd in
its studied earthiness and self-conscious fatalism. She stop ped by to give
me a blank tape asking me please to
record the film on channel 13; she
looked very good, I told her so. That
made her happy.

Tema called in response to my call regarding my prosthetic toe-pieces that I left
out in Nanuet some 2 years ago when I
spent so much time with her there— repairing the house, playing softball & racewalking. She is coming on monday for
lunch. Needless to say— I've long ago given up getting back the $170 she begged
me to send her son in Europe. I won’t be
lending her money again; I’d rather give it
to her than expect anything— my expectations and the reality she presents are always at odds. [5.25.96: A lesson I have finally learned with recent money gifts not
loan.]
I’m going RW early, around 7:30, with
Dan. Thoughtful interesting man of 65 years
old. Former musician living on 96St who will
be walking the Marathon with me and Cervin
and other ParkRacewalkers. I’m soon head ing
for bed and I haven’t jerked off for more than
a week…maybe it will make me more ardent
with A tomorrow nite— if we ever again will
get to that level of trust with each other.

S
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12:00 noon su.—

10.09

ame time next day …I finished with
12 miles total (8 RW, 4 R). Missed
talking with Dan Penna whom I was meeting this morning; I got there 8 min late and
ran the first 1.5mil trying to catch up with
what I thought was his having head out on
time clockwise on the CP drive. I got to the
group meeting place at 84St on time (8:05);
however no Dan there either. Annette, Gail,
Lynn and another woman were there,
Steve C arrived looking fit (strong legs, full
head of grey-white hair); I walked with him
most of the way and he has gotten much
stronger (I had trouble at times keeping up,
but then he is probably only 48 years old.
No, I was definitely wrong there— 55! Just
six years younger than me.)

I just had to go add a
little honey to my café Bust ello …it did not help much,
still too bitter. It’s a grey
day ‘bordering near clear ing
up briefly in the early afternoon’ according to our resident astrologer, Lynn C,
who obviously is also keeping close watch on the skies
for that big big BIG star, the
sun, as well as the other
planets.

4:00pm— I am beginning to miss “my Garden”.
Instead of thinking that
the landlord, the good
Jew Hantman, de prived
me of using it for the last
month or more because of
the mess resulting from
the rehab of the adjoining
building, I could think of it instead as having the good fortune to have the garden
during the many months prior and these
last 3 weeks starting with this weekend
(two heavy sweepings and total waterspraying down has made it usable again).
Actually, for $775 with electricity & gas included, I think the garden was really a plus
that made the smallness & the neighborhood bearable. Lynn, at this morning’s RW

breakfast, said that her rent has been
raised again to some $913 per month and
that she was quite upset. So she lives in
the Eastside 80s which is certainly convenient & safe & clean, but rent gouging, taking a larger than-a-fourth or a third of people’s net income, is a horrible crime and
creates constant resentment. Lynn is certainly not earning $3000 net per month;
that would be $4000 gross or $1000 per
week ($25 per hour for a 40hr week).
Another item that came up at the RW
breakfast— “…if you have your health, a lot
of gnawing worry & fear is absent from
your life…” Well, I have that health and I
could be happy & thankful for that instead
of kvetching on endlessly about what I
don’t have such as a stable love-life and an
extended family support group.

O

12:00 noon mo.—

10.10

ur date to the Joyce to see Bela Lewitzky Dance Co turned out really
well during the going, during the during, returning, eating chinese takeout brought
home and our going to bed together. Then
STOP— problems began. We spent a long
time getting re acquainted thru touching
each other but, when I felt that she was not
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giving me her touch at my genitals (and not
hearing my cues to do harder & do more), I
got impatient and pulled away …and suddenly we were in deep trouble emotionally.
For the next 20 minutes we were blaming
eachother for one thing or another. However we managed to pull ourselves together— I think she more than I— we return ed
affection and forgave eachother. Big erection and ready to go! A says she needs to
go to bathroom; she returns fairly quickly
however I am totally gone by the end of
those couple of minutes and we start another round of recriminations:
she: ‘You obviously don’t have any feeling
for me, otherwise you wouldn’t be pro testing so much!’
I: ‘You are so deep into you romantic
dreams that nothing in front of your face
can measure up to those expectations!’
e argued litely (not scathingly) for
a little while ending with our deciding that I should leave to go home …I
got up and dressed …I left by the front
door and the elevator …when I started up
the hill toward my house, some 20 steps, I
realized that this relationship would slip
away if I continued up & away, that there
was an alternative we hadn’t thought of,
namely to go to sleep on the couch in the
livingroom. I returned my steps, greeted
the doorman again indicating I was going
back up (it was 2:30am), mumbled something about possibly returning rite away
again, and took the elevator up. The front
door was still open. I walked into the dark
bedroom, told A that I was staying and then
went to the livingroom and removed the pillow, etc making a bed out of the day time
couch.
Tema just called canceling the lunch
date we had scheduled for today —she
said she wanted me to call her asking for a
date, call her to talk not only about the children, etc. She was not coming today for
that reason. I sidestepped my feeling about
that whole issue by simply saying that I
“heard what you’re saying.” Without indicating which way I was …going with it—
coward that I am. Too afraid to tell her that
I am afraid of trusting myself to her be -

cause who she is and because of whom I
am, and that likely I would never call (as I
haven’t in the last 10-20 years unless it
was about the children).

W

6:00pm— Things are depressing today
because I am spinning my wheels with
these Journals. That’s all I have been doing all day. I tried to reach the mortgagebroker— she had left for the day. The realestate broker is feeling resistance to our
price and the problems related to the Artist
Cer tification. A suggested that “faking credentials like galleries for exhibits, etc” is
possible and that I should not yet reduce
the price I’m expecting— the $225k.
9:30pm— A returned a phone-call I made
earlier to her (she’d been out for ‘tea’ with
a friend). She almost in sisted that we discuss last nite’s events, and after resisting,
I broke thru to tell her that I felt she was
“large” when she rolled toward me with surrender in the middle of our desperate frustration communicating to eachother at the
2am period last nite; and again “large”
when she did not engage verbally in questioning the morning’s events when we (I)
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were (was) not sexually aroused enough
for intercourse beyond 5 minutes. She had
said I was “large” when I retraced my steps
and returned to her house to sleep in the
livingroom at 2am.

8:30 am tu.—

10.11

DREAM: I was temporarily living in a
ground floor store with several other people
who were traveling companions up to this
point. (52Bond St store). They were going to
travel on this morning sometime and I was
staying on for the upcoming two weeks.
The entire third of the floor area was filled
with an unorganized assortment of equipment
and machinery dated from various eras of the
first half century— pumps, gas meters, radiators, circulators, stoves, etc.
There had been heat last
nite thanks to my arranging
it with the landlord or someone but there was no more
guaranteed heat during the
day.
I was looking at an old
gas radiator trying to figure
out if the lines were connected and what could be
done to resurrect it without
causing danger. One of the
young men helped me; he
opened it up still further exposing the gas jet cylinder
and lit it with a flame— it
was burning for now. They
were musicians and were
now examining some amplifier-like boxes to see
whether there was some-

thing salvageable to create a sound system
rite here and now.
I felt really lucky that there was promise of
heat, without charge, on this cold day. I felt
constructive and accomplished.
END

It was a very cold nite and I had gotten
the 250lb volatile greek-american woman
upstairs to raise the thermostat to get heat
down here last nite. During the nite I turned
it off on my own with the main switch be cause to telephone her again, telling her
the heat was blasting, would possibly have
led to confusion— Irena, with her 4 grown
teenagers, is often sweet & cooperative—
it must be murder to have so much youth &
energy in one household. They are well
mannered & gentle kids but I have been
aloof and a little afraid of confrontation
when they live out their carefree & often
negligent ways with noise or garb age or
friends that overlap my life.
2:00pm— (It’s amazing how having so
much time on my hands can ac complish
nothing but trouble— I can’t get anyone at
the mortgage company to give me a status
report: Lisa, who sold me on their service,
has of course become totally unavailable
since I signed on the dotted line, and Kelly,
who’s since been assigned the account, is
out ill today. I have called twice today, once
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yesterday, and no-one calls me back. I
want to make trouble. I also am making
trouble for the building contractor next
door: he is not wetting down the dust he is
sweeping around and the piles of debris
he’s carting away. There are other gardens
around that give him little or no problems—
but I am an in dignant resentful person with
much time on my hands, so I am going to
give him trouble to protect my rites. I’d like
to give the landlord problems but it’s too
late now— he holds the cards, the deposit.)
ne lovely moment happened a little
while ago when A call ed me with
her affectionate & melodious voice (that
scared the pants off me two years ago
when I first heard her voice-over telephone-message to the Personals I answered in the newspaper)— she said:
“I would like you to make a wish for
something you’d like to have …from me;
because I have a wish for something I’d
like from you. Call me back later.”

O

(You may think I’m crazy, but while I was
exercising this morning, I watch ed “When H
met S” again. Yes, I know all the lines and all
the scenes and all the ‘documentary couples’,
the ones that have been married for 35 to 55
years. I am sure their lines were edited from
their real life stories told to the writer Nora
Ephron, then edited and rewritten so that they
could be succinct and connected to the film,
as they do so well.)

10:30pm— The minute I came back from
this evening’s RW, I sat down at the editing
computer again as I have been most of today except when making a pest of myself
with contractors or brokers. (By the way—
two babies were born to women at 49E91
in the last 2 weeks: to the psychologist Cecelia who already has two, and to JeanMarie in my old apartment …for whatever
that is worth.) I have now finally finished
with my minimum stretching, my bath,
washing exercise clothes and dressing. I
am about to snack a little with peppermint
or regular tea (Darjeeling) …it’s brewed
and now awaits me in the thermos for later
since I just drank a snootfull of orange &
grape juice mix. A has company so she
can’t talk— that woman entertains in a
week more than I do in a decade.

8:30 am we.—

10.12

The big event of yesterday afternoon
was preparing my once-a-week chicken pot
with vegetables that usually makes 3 quart
containers of soup and 5-6 pieces of chicken thigh— it takes really not much more
than an hour from end to end and this time
I didn’t put in the vegetables, left in big
chunks like carrots potatoes onion garlic
and celery, until the chicken was fairly
cooked so that they would not be overdone. I had a delicious meal finishing the
burnt brown rice from the other day around
5pm. This is too late to eat when going
racewalking at 7pm because I had a hard
getting home for the need to go to the toilet. I made it tho.
I also drew up a bathroom plan for the
little bedroom in the Loft in order to get a
price from a plumber; as well of the entire
space having removed the raised bathing
area— my favorite architectural element. I
think have adjusted to never returning
there again!
2:00pm— The mortgage-application is
being sent tomorrow morning! The show is
on the road.
9:15pm— Another big thing that hap pened this afternoon— a new bid on the
Loft of $210K cash. This mite bring 220k finally which would be sufficient for me because I would net 200k. I'm greedy. However 12k goes to Suz anne, the broker, 5k
to the Co-op flip-tax, 2k to Ordover, the
lawyer. But even 217K I would go for. How
about 200k, which is the most that Joan,
the painter with art-certification, can pay?
This evening’s RW with Cervin, we did
4km in 25:05min or 2.5mil in 25:05 or 10min
mil pace, and we also did a 2mil warm-up walk
and a 2.5mil cool down walk for— Total=7mil.

A

was invited to show her paintings
today at the Allen Stone Gallery
with the help of her ex-boyfriend Duke who
is very supportive of her work; she told me
that he came last nite and worked until
midnite picking out works to show, and
then came again today, picked up her car
and drove the paintings to the gallery in the
East 60s. She is excited by the pros pect of
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showing work in an im portant gal lery, even
in a group show.
She invited me on her in ternational
complementary tickets perk to BAM for a
Butoh performance this saturday. I suggested she offer it to Duke since he is so
generous with his efforts on her behalf and
the fact that he is an asian-american.

T

8:30 am th.—

10.13

hings are depressing this morning,
besides my having no work which is
of no great news in the free-lance professions, I also am sitting here, from this
morning on, waiting to hear from the bank
mortgage application; and to compound
things slitely, a former financially shaky
client called re garding commissioning a
rendering this morning at 8am. We made
an ap pointment for tomorrow at his office
downtown …and then I remember the trouble I had collecting money some years ago
and decided to call him back to state my
new prices as well as remind that I needed
a half down on taking the work. He canceled the meeting. I feel bad for the loss of
money as well as thinking how ludicrous
my income-tax declaration to the bank is
conjuring images of a thousand dollar
weekly gross from this illustration work and
how I can barely get 3-400 out of it. (As it
is, we were far off on the numbers because
he thought the last one I did for him was
$2-300.) This architect is one of two who
came to my first performance of the MR
WRIGHT work because of the architectural
connection. An afro-amer ican married a
swedish wom an, was knighted in Sweden
and now insists on calling himself “Sir
James Robinson”.
y illusions of mySelf are a lot shakier and much more timid than his.
Where have my dreams of glory gone to?
Is this part of maturing or growing older—
to no longer have the stress fitting mySelf
into a vision, of living up to a grand self-image? …to nod in agreement, a drawing on
the wall just now fell off one of the two
tapes holding it by the corners, and hung
there swinging back&forth like saying “No

M

No No No” or “That’s rite …t hat’s rite …
that’s rite”.
I’ll be a lot happier, I think, when I get
into that inexpensive 392CPW. But then
again I still will have to get rid of the Loft
before I can really get back to the business
of “finding a new righteous path”. Why
can’t this writing be the way? It seems ideally suited to me in that I like being alone, I
always have …just look at the fervor with
which I locked into the solitary free-lance illustrator business back in the early 60s,
how I realized early in my performance career in the mid 80s that solo-work was the
way for me to go to save the frustration of
fitting into other people’s expectations, not
to speak of the physical limitations. And
god knows how comfortable I feel to wake
up and go in here to sit down in front of this
screen&keyboard as the first act of the day.
E arlier still than 8am, John Ford, husband of the psychologist/ writer family who
moved into Mammie & Tata’s apartment,
called to get ac cess to the basement electrical fuses because of a short circuit. He
writes. He sends manuscripts to agents
and to publishing houses. Once, during the
summer, when I needed to do something in
their apartment, while they were away in
the Hamptons, (inherited money on her
side I believe allow them to live quite a luxurious life paying a $4000 plus monthly
rent and vacationing for several months
during the summers) I sat and read a portion of a manuscript he had written, sent
and returned to him— its story center ed
around a car-crazed young man and his
girlfriends in a small southern town in the
american 50s. It was simply written with
some odd & annoying literary metaphors
sticking out here&there and without a com pelling emotional backbone. Objective description and action moved along fairly
well. How ever, the page in this double
spaced 600 pages work, seemed empty
and bland, as if low-key content was emptying out into the space between the lines
and dissipate itself into the whiteness of
the page.
I had spell-checked ‘dissipated’ and just
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as I was 'saving' to go out
of this today’s
Journal-entry I
saw that word
corrected ‘dissipated’ on the
screen in its
classic
New
York Font and
I wondered to
mySelf if ever
I was going to
give up with
that grammatical crusade of
americanizing
the
english
language, give
up to simply
write
within
the
existing
rules and without the typographical pyrotechnics
that I employ
to highlite or
underline calling attention
to my brilliance?

I’ve got to
go to the toilet
—t his heated up coffee is not agreeing with
my stomach— it acts like a laxative.

J

ohn F called me back to confirm that
the electrical short was found immediately after I had the super, Victor, open
the basement for him (I beeped him). I
asked John about his writing; he told me
that he had at least two manuscripts in
novel form out with publishers & agents
and that he is getting very positive feedback; he has several times been told that
they are ‘so good that they’re not marketable’, that they are ‘too literary in a publishing world where that is a liability’, where
crass & crude are the measures of accepted norm. He has finished a third novel
which he is not offering yet; further that he

will always write novels be cause that is all
he knows how to do. As far as his scriptwriting, he said that that world is locked in
and impossible to break thru into. He has
given up on that dream.
'll actually get Medi care next year at
the age of 62 years— it was worth
canceling out the BlueShieldBlueCross
when I did some 5 years ago …I’ll finally be
covered thoroly again in case of accident.
Just 5-6 months more. I want to call Social
Security to see how much I’ll get, starting
next year, which also begins with becoming
62 or 62 and a half.
At this moment I’m holding on the
phone to find out something about how
much I could receive if filing now for benefits. I just got off the phone with Cervin who
said he uses Medicare and gets 80% reimbursement, in fact he had two checks lying
in front of him on his desk; when I asked
him about his SS check which he also receives, he did not want to tell me. He said:
“That’s my business.” When I reminded him
that I had him read the most intimate details of my life thru my Journals and that I
told all, he replied: “You try, but not all.”
Imply ing somehow that the in-depth psychical feeling is missing and that it is mainly pseudo-insight static that I am delivering. I called Dan to ask about the SS and
he said he was receiving it and that he gets
in excess of $1000 per month. Why didn’t

I
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the mortgage company ask me to add
some $750 to my monthly income as security against mortgage-debt?
11:30pm— I’m trying to beef up my
checking account now that the bank surely
has my application in hand: Samantha has
not returned the full amount she borrowed
and failed to call me to tell me she wasn’t
coming tonite to pay it; I had to call her last
sunday & tonite for it. (It is not a good idea
to lend money— it does lead to problems.)
I have $1700 payment at the Loft from my
Chemical client, Alexi is lending me $1500
or more for a couple of days and I have
$700 cash to deposit for a total $4000.
When John Alden Life Insurance Co sends
me the $4100, I’ll have about $18k in the
account. I’ll have to get after Tia for the $1k
cash tomorrow as well.
8:30 am fr.—

10.14

DREAM: It was in the old fashion manufacturing loft at 47 Bond St. Some people looking
for work were walking thru the plant trying to
size it up and appear useful.
One attractive & resourceful experienced
woman seemed to show some interest and I
talked to her at length telling her basically that
while we needed help we were at rock bottom
compensation-wise. Long hours, no overtime,
double triple overlapping jobs from pattern
making, sample cutting, account contacting,
credit checking jumping from one exasperating
job to another in a tense atmosphere. I went
on and on about the history of the company,
however I was not encouraging about the financial situation in these last few years. On
the subject of ‘fooling around’ with the help, I
answered that I found many women interesting
whether they were machine operators, salespersons, store owners, etc but that I was basically monogamous living across the street with
Mandy.
END

Y

esterday I actually called that architect back offering a lower price for a
rendering but he said that he was going to
have it done by me at another time when
he had more money. He was slick as always saying: “I’ve found my man to do my
rendering work and I’m not quarreling with
the price. I just have no cash at this time.”

I haven’t more than 5 renderings for him in
5 years and the last time was 3 years ago.
Samantha has not returned the money and
I'm ob sessing about getting her to return it
today; she’s taking it so coolly after 5
weeks borrowing $1450 cash and not even
calling me to tell me she wasn’t coming last
nite with the last $3-350.
I am on a binge to get money into my
checking account today, willing to go all the
way to Loft to get a Chemical check. I’ll call
Kelly at Skyscraper Mortgage to see what
value that ploy mite have.
11:30am— ”Not important or useful to
load up the checking with money— they’ll
never check. The papers they hold is all
they want.” So I have canceled bugging
Samantha. I told A not to bother with lending me money for 3 days. I didn’t harass
Tia. I’m tho still waiting until noon to get a
‘verbal’ cue from Skyscraper and bank in
push Ordover for the Title-search today.
By the way, the Social Security told me
at their toll-free number 1 800 772 1213
that if I waited until 65 years old I’d get
$805 monthly (I had already started blowing that up to a larger number like 85— my
short term memory is playing havoc with
me.) If I wanted it next year, I could apply
now, 4 months prior to the 62nd birthday,
but I’d get 20% less or $644. That is $161
less but I’d have it for 3 years more. Worth
considering?
4:35pm:10.08.94— THE
MORTGAGE
HAS BEEN APPROVED! 392CPW IS
MINE! ME. MY.
Of course I can’t reach the lawyer to expedite the tittle-search; but it would be ideal if they can do it in one week for friday
10.21 so that a closing can be set during
the following week. [This was a verbal approval by telephone from bank to mortgage
broker to me.]
Now to get a registered architect to put
his seal to my renovation plan. I think it is
mainly because of that communicationscable in the closet and the debris that must
be transferred out of the house to dumpsters that I must submit my plans to the administration at 382CPW. A has gotten the
super to hold a space for my furniture for a
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week for $100 if the closing does not happen by the 10.31 departure from here. Now
I can start having an even greater proprietary interest in passing by 392CPW as I
have been timidly doing for the last couple
of weeks with greater frequency. Check out
the place where I’ll likely live for the next
10 years.
h, and John Alden has sent out my
2x10% surrender-free annuities of
1892.56 plus 2242.37 to total $4,134.93
which added up with my checking balance
of $10,972.93 and a Chemical remittance
$1761.25 to give me ready cash of
$18,869.11.
A & I are going to see the Willem De
Koon ing Show at the Metro politan Museum
at 6:30 and tomorrow nite we are seeing a
japanese Butoh Dance-Theater Co Saburo
Tishahara performing “NOJET” an 85min
work without intermission. Tia wants to
come but we couldn’t sit together since A’s
tickets are comps and I would have to buy
her a single separately which I told her I
would.

O

12:00 midnite— It’s too pitiful to write this,
but I can’t help seeing the waste of energy
and emotions at cross purposes: Alexi & I
went for a nice date to the Met to see the
giant deKooning Show (really superb), and
she was extremely enthusiastic because
she always loves his work, especially the
late 50s period focus of the ‘women breaking up’ (seeing pro cess hang out is so
thrilling to her). When we got there I started out for some far room of the exhibit trying to get a feel for the entire show. I got
caught up in his later periods and very impressed by his continual growth. Meanwhile A appeared very upset that I wasn’t
there with her sharing her excitement with
the work. I followed her back feeling sympathetic for her missing my companionship
and feeling guilty to have let her down. We
did manage to make up little by little and
continued enjoying the show together for
another 30 minutes. We left to bicycle back
to the Westside and decided to eat at my
house food I had prepared earlier in the
week: chicken soup, chicken, spinach from
today’s Farmer’s Market and some corn
from the last market.
he helped clean the spinach and
take the fat off the chicken soup. I
was a little distant, acting officious with the

S
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logistics of the food pre parations and annoyed at her wanting to play and exchange
notes on thoughts & feelings etc. I think I
felt she was coming on a little strong. Then
she sensed my coolness. Lost her appetite. Said she couldn’t eat with my negative & cold attitude. I urged her to calm
down and stay with the eating activity. We
accused eachother of one thing or another— I accused her of too much feeling and
not go ing slow, and she accused me of no
feeling for her and remaining turned off to
her. Then she left. I think this is the end.
here were affectionate things that
happened: I waited for outside her
house without impatience; we bicycled to
the show without incident; we had a problem at the show but we managed to mend
the rift; I bought her a de Kooning ‘95 calendar because I felt affection for her; we
returned, she asked if I was coming to her
house, to which I had answered ‘Yes, I
would like to, but let's eat at my house
first.’

T

10:00 am sa.—

10.15

DREAM: A scruffy middle-aged man & I
had been partners in some sales operation out
West like in Colorado. We had built a house
together or bought and rehabilitated an old
Wright-house when we split our relationship or
he threw me out.

I was looking for ways to get back to the
relationship or at least get something from the
house back. I could barely remember his
name and it was with difficulty that I found his
name and phone number. I called him on the
telephone and gave him some bull-story about
a product I wanted to market in the West. He
didn’t know who I was from the voice on the
phone and he agreed to meet. Either he had
invented this product, and I was jumping on
the idea of marketing it, or I had invented it,
however it happened, I showed him this chunk
or brick layered with washed organic vegetables, alternating carrots & asparagus, and
then finally wrapped with a clear plastic belt
that contained a bunch of deep purple grapes.
I thought we could create & market other
‘bricks’ like this plus add some other ecologically appealing products in clothing, I think.
It is nite-time and we climb a hillside in
very rough country. The men are wearing suits
but I believe I am barefoot walking on twigs &
rocks with determination to get to the campsite. On the hill, silhouetted against the nitesky, are the frames of several houses being in
the process of building for the congregation
members. ‘They must have some money
stashed away.’ I think to myself. In a clearing
and gully of the terrain, there is a circle of
stone slabs with a fire burning in the middle.
The men take their places around the circle
and then the women start down the hill to join
them in the circle. As I come to the circle I
leap into the air and hover over some people
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and a stone finally landing after a short minute
somewhere inside on the sand in the circle.
There is a nozzle for a water fountain in
the circle and I attempt to stand on it on my
finger or fist. It is partially successful. Now sitting there in the sand I am approached by a
grey&white cat who nuzzles against me. One
woman warns me that that is the same cat
that previously had caused me a lot of trouble
…it is too late …the cat leaps at my face giving me a vicious scratch and when I try to fend
it off it latches unto my arm clamps itself fast.
I carry it gingerly to a small toilet room where I
try closing the door with my arm and the cat
inside. The cat does let go but I practically
have to break my arm in the process. As I
head back to the circle I am momentarily
tempted to go away for ever— I feel that I will
never resolve this problem. But I do return to
the circle saying to myself: “I’ll try to ignore
when it comes again.” But I know that that is
not going to work. “It must recognize something in me that makes it so!” Last time it had
repeatedly leapt at my face like a crazed insistent animal.
There is a final image of a person in purple or indigo blue woolly tights stuck upside
down inside a large ornamental brass pot in
front of a window.
END

I

am of course trying to think about
what happened between A & myself

last nite and I feel that we are repeating
that event in the dream somehow. I do feel
she persists with her loving needs as if I
am release this low-key but crazed heat in
her. I feel attacked and she can’t see anything but the desire to be affectionate to ward me. This is highly unusual experience
for me and I don’t know how to handle it
except to flee in self-protection. During the
morning I did see how I mildly encourage
that reaction by wanting and looking forward to being together to eat or see a film
or whatever. There is a primal electrochem ical event here I can’t handle. I hope
we don’t drain each other emotionally or
abuse eachother in self-defensive anger.
12:00 noon— I am still here at the key board&screen. (Tia says she has two computer workstations back-to-back in her office area and that there is an open house
on thursday the 3rd of november from 58pm if I wanted to visit her plant near New
Haven. I can I could.) Kay called this morning saying that her real-estate broker was
not able to save the situation for her because her house is already listed in default. She is now hoping that the bank will
reduce the mortgage payments, put the defaulted payments at the end of the loan,
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and, with her reasonably good work record,
reinstate her in a refinanced loan. It will
cost $600 for them to review this possibility. She is realistically resigned to not having things come out her way but still doing
what is necessary to help, tho not to expect
miracles— “…to go with the flow!” …She
bought the book “Men are from Mars
Women from Venus” and that, along with
three other books on love&marriage, two
specifically for the Afro-american life experience, are helping her gain perspective on
her situation with Don and her life as mother, worker, lover, daughter, etc. She told
me, in being sensitive to the unspoken
questions & answers Dan & May are having during the crumbling of their parents’
marriage, that she cried especially for her
Dad (me) when she was in Paris, at times
when things were not working out too well.
She remembered particularly feeling that
way when living in some large house where
I visited them in the early 70s. I must have
been on that architectural rendering assignment for the supermarket development
in France?! She’s photocopying several
pages that give some understanding to
their problems from two of these books for
her husband Don who remains very angry
& unwilling to talk. [5.25.96 Gad Gruenstein is faxing me names in Paris rite now.]
he encouraged me to relax and not
to fight Alexi. Do I dare call her
when she left so upset last nite …do I dare
take the responsibility for encouraging her
when I cannot control my negative responses, no less understand it? I want to
be loved. Not smothered. I want to be affectionate but I am afraid to unleash a mad
cat …I am afraid that I lose my assertive
masculine control if I am not the pursuer,
somehow. Can I call her? Am I inviting her
to suffer more torture? Or does Kay’s experience give me some insight into my own
fears or my own unpreparedness for receptive & positive relations? Am I not do ing
her a favor by leaving her alone? We were
going to BAM this evening and Tia mite
have come with us— I was right to caution
Tia that I mite not be at A’s this morning.
The $4200 worth of checks came this

S

morning but no finger-size prosthesis that
Tema promised to send me. I may have to
see if the podiatrist Goldring is working today, saturday, tho he is an orthodox jew.
Maybe I’ll go with the one good one I have
and the one I made of padding for underneath the toes during tomorrow’s 30km
(18.75mil) race.
2:00pm— (Still here and just terminated
a 30min plus conversation with Alexi about
our relationship in which she basically said:
“I am a valuable & loving person and deserved to be loved and not to be treated
with the rejection you give me!” and I basically said: “I need space to heal from our
last conflict and am asking you to go easy.
I am also wishing for you the ability to see
the full side of the glass when confronted
by the pain of my rejection.”)
I pulled a partially appropriate quote
from a 3/25/’93 Journal: “…I returned to
take a bath and read Alexi’s two letters
from 3/14. She ex cites me and frightens
me— exactly the same reaction I had originally when I called the Personals and got
her audio tapes message with low ramblings about life & death.”
I called her now because Kay had
helped me see the pattern I’m repeating
and the closet I’m painting myself into
…the withdrawn & neurotic closet. I had
been on the verge of calling anyway.

W

e parted with a “Goodbye!” from
her and a “So long.” from me—
for whatever that means.
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7:30pm— I could have gone to the YMHA
for their dance mixer tonite on first and 3rd
saturday of every month sponsored by the
Cameron Dance Co.; I was kind of senselessly hoping that A would change her mind
and not cut me out of her heart (of course,
I also wanted to see that japanese Butoh
Co, but a million times more I wanted
things to return to ‘possible’ between us).

I am beginning to go into an awful
friendless funk. That's always a good time
for A to take her loveless act on the road,
when I have a race for which support would
be a more loving act. I think she did something similar for the 50km & 40km races
earlier in the year.

Now, anyway, it’s too late. I started too
late to finish these 3 signs:

I’m beginning to get a little nervous
about when to eat, go to bed, get up, etc,
how I am going to sleep and what to have
in my stomach in the morning. I think actually I am sick at the fact that A didn't relent,
that she going to drop me, that I will lose
my only friend, that the book didn't do us
much fuck'n good and that she's off dreaming for some other perfect merging relationship— something she has never had
but claims she has. Dreaming— a faculty
peculiar to the human being, everyone can
and does.
ia did finally call this afternoon and
was somewhat surprised that the
evening at the theater was off, tho she
wasn't going to join us in any case, and
that A & I had had another fight. She had
said yesterday that that was the character
of our relationship and for me simply to ac cept its ups 'n downs. Tema, her mother, is
ap parently moving at the same time I hope
to be— she'll be helping her. Why? Tema
has a large 20yr old son who is perfectly
capable of doing the major work (just as he
didn't when we moved Tia to Cambridge
some years ago). She won't be helping me.
She owes me $1k and, after 4 months,
she'll try to get it to me by friday next
10/22— she earns more than twice what I
earn: 50k vs 20k. Why does she, her mother and her mother's sister think that they
don't have to pay me back money lent
them? Kay's case is different in that she
has a true life emergency— factors that are
out of her control. Lending them money
turns out to be more pain than pleasure.
I've got to give up that exercise in friendliness. Nothing will ever persuade me to
lend T anything again.

T

RACEWALKING
CHAMPIONSHIP

in progress
please move outside double-lines
3:00 pm su.—

10.16

THE 30KM RACE CAME OFF WITH A
3:22:55 TIME. 203MIN FOR 18.75 MILES
OR 10.83MIN/MIL OR 10:50MIN/ MIL;
203MIN FOR 30KM OR 6.8MIN/KM OR
6:48MIN/KM.

Little of the above numbers may mean
anything to you, however for those like myself
who train an average of 4 days a week and
devote an average 36 miles per week to practice the Racewalking sport, those numbers are
a clear indication of training efficacy, growth of
strength & speed, etc. To me, the gain of 1112min over last year’s time of the same event
indicates a 5% increase in speed, and is also
an exact measure of Cervin's relative strength
to me at all the races we have entered together: the 50km, 40km, 30km, 20km & 10km.

O

N to more important things— other
important things. Alexi called this
early afternoon saying that she wants to
continue the exchange, communication
and education in our becoming friends or
lovers whatever. “I’m glad! Call ya later.”
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Still recovering form the physical
ordeal. My butt is aching from sore tendons, hamstring is sore from the repetitious
strain, and I am just lying around watching
anything on TV including selected moments from the film on video “When Harry
Met Sally”. I could call A and possibly even
spend the nite, tho I feel that would be
courting disaster— we are so fragile & defensive.
Tomorrow: Work getting the title investigation launched, an other Chemical rendering job possibly, lining up a craftsman to
do the apartment demolition & fixing, pick
up mail at Loft.

7:30pm—

9:00 am mo.—

10.17

I’m having second thoughts on 392
CPW and new ones about 444 CPW: it is a
little scary to think some 10 years forward
and think that I could have been living in
the luxury that is there on the 10th floor, the
200 extra sqft, the extra bedroom, the ample closets and the complete frontal view of
Central Park. There are also the maple
doors, the jacuzzi bathtub, the elegant
kitchen and the higher ceiling in a building
full of professionals— people I know & feel
generally comfortable with. It is a Co-op—
it’s one of two drawbacks in that it is more
difficult to rent out at will, the other being
that the cost of owning it is 30k more and
the monthly maintenance is twice as high
as 392CPW. It is of course 5 blocks further
north with slitely higher exposure to crime
and certainly to noise because it is rite on
the avenue. It is so attractive a life-style
which is certainly appropriate to my self-image as a European-born intellectual.
y enhanced income figures could
have supported the extra mortgage
debt (in my opinion and by generally accepted calculations) and I could have surrendered another 5k or 10k annuity to
make the extra $7k cash and the several
months of mortgage obligations until I

M

could pay back the bank-loan upon the sale
of the Loft.
I think it’s the luxury that frightens me—
I don’t think of myself as a well-enough-todo higher living individual, and liquidating
more of my retirement benefits bothers me
when my income is diminishing steadily as
the years pass. Should I lose Chemical or
HUDC as clients, I may not have any income at all. I would have to find new
clients, which is fairly impossible in this
very poor building market that may still take
another few years to recover.
There, in the living area alone (with the
den-wall removed as done in other units of
same layout) I would have the working &
living-space I have in the Condo; in addition an entire bedroom for sleep, exercise
& meditation— it could be a room empty of
things. What luxury! To pay the high $675
maintenance, I mite at times be tempted to
rent out that bed room and share bathroom
& kitchen which I don't look forward to.
hen I am no longer earning money,
which is not far away (even that
modest $400 a month from managing the
91 brownstone will go away when they sell
it) I would have $800 from SS plus $90k
amortized over 20 years or another $500
per month— TOTAL $1300 MONTHLY.
More than enough to live on especially with
only $350 to pay monthly at 392CPW, but
even workable, I think at 444CPW, with
$675 for maintenance but the income of
Net $700 renting out the studio (or one
bedroom if modified) or the interest earned
on the 100k gain in Loft sale.
I’ll be alright at 392CPW. I would have
enough money, if I wanted, to get a country
thang instead with the remaining 100k. All
of this is of course assuming that I will always be alone and that I am not pooling my
resources with another wo-man. Had I
bought 444CPW instead, I would have
been better set for company— overnite,
temporary & longer term. BUT I choose re-

W
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straint, economy & low expectations.
392CPW is always good resale value even
as Studio-Condo.
I can see that my decision was based
on a mistrust of people & the future, and an
instinct for economy & security. But the timing was right for the studio; the other was a
stretch financially and included the threat
of the Co-op tyranny.
Ordover, my lawyer, just called to say
he has ordered the search on an expedite
…little did he know that I was waffling at
that very moment in my decision. It would
have meant a complete reversal of the
course of action:
1. find an apartment for three months
somewhere.
2. pay off the mortgage broker and apply to 444CPW/deSantis’ assumable mortgage-bank
3. Jesus, I realize I could still change
my mind and only lose 1k or so with the
broker’s work; but I would have to stop the
title-search, pay extra to the lawyer and
find an apartment for 3-6 months while the
deSantis got ready to sell.
nother scenario (I have the luxury to
sit here and spin my wheels) would
be to buy 392CPW, pay the mortgage
monthly plus the common charges ($750),
rent out the place for $1050 (earning
$300), sell Loft gaining 200k and buy the
deSantis’ place to live in paying $675 maintenance while earning $400 & $300 plus
whatever architectural work came in. Owning both with one for rental-income.
I traded the Loft for two apartments basically.
I could still pay off the mortgage on
392CPW so as not to have to pay the 7%
on money borrowed. To pay 7% to have
money that can only earn 6% like the annuities? Stocks or Bond or Securities markets are out no matter how sure or sometimes profitable (ie the Fire Alarm Notifier
Co where Tia works). Less value in having
the annuities if they can retire money cost ing more. And I still have another $30k
coming from Tata.
THIS IS PERFECTLY GOOD THINKING!
3:30pm— Some extraordinarily busy

A

hours have elapsed since last I spoke to
you dear Journal: the Commitment Letter
from the bank was faxed to me and it stipulates getting certified P&L from accountant Berger (No answer at this home. God,
is he in FL?) and a statement from my landlord Doug H. (No answer at his home). I
prepared the letters both these people
need to sign but I am caught be tween taking them to Post Office for overnite delivery
at $10 each or waiting patiently for them to
answer my messages left on their machines. Doug, I can wait for, tho I am contemplating sending if he doesn’t answer by
5. But Berger, if his former CPA partner in
Manhattan doesn’t have his FL phone #,
and not being able to reach the management company of his building, I am forced
to contemplate sending it over-nite to
Queens …I don’t know. For now I wait for
return calls; I think I just have to wait and
let this settle down. Do my Yoga that I still
haven’t done— may be the answers will
come to me.
The Real-estate company and the
lawyer also had to have copies of the commitment letter faxed to them. It was done
by the broker.
his morning was the first time I felt
that Ordover, the lawyer, got his
adrenaline up for me to feel he was energized enough to get this project completed
by my deadline: Oct 31. He got kind of nervous. My nerves are projected onto him.
Things are getting anxious because of the
time-crunch. I’ve got to watch out that it
doesn’t overshadow and derail the main
things. The mortgage broker is still in this
game— and must have those ‘conditions’
met by wednesday, ie the accountant & the
landlord letters returned to the mortgage
broker. I’ve got to go there anyway to sign
the acceptance letter.
1:00am— Well, a few things have come
together: I have the correctly signed P&L
statement from Berger, the accountant, but
there is still the question of whether the
bank expects a ‘certified’ public ac countant; I tend to doubt that because of
the expense involved in certifying
records— invoices, receivables, clients, etc

T
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would have to be original documents …let
me hope I have what is needed in this regard. I also have my landlord’s signature
on the requested statement, and with signing my tax copies with my live signature, I
should have complied with the 3 conditions
the bank requested. (Let me check again—
Yes, except that the bank also states that
‘title search, survey inspection report, survey affidavit, certificate of occupancy and
violation search must be in the bank attorneys’ hands before a closing date can be
set; and still a satisfactory final inspection
is re quired to attest to fixtures being in
place.) This last does not really matter, I
hope, to hold things up— 1.5k for the purchase of stove, refrigerator & air conditioner could solve that.
In any case I intend to go to the mortgage broker tomorrow with this stuff and
sign the acceptance.
I also went to the Loft to pick up the
$1700 check which allow me to deposit
$5866 tomorrow adding to the 11k already
in my checking ac count. That’s going to be
close but luckily I will not be paying rent
here and will be getting 1350 from my tenants plus 400 from Neva on tuesday the 1st
and hopefully the $1k from Tia and $800
security deposit from my landlord here. I
could still surrender a $4348 policy to calm
my jittery nerves.
onite I spoke to my real-estate broker, now back caring for her mother
in Fl, and she now has a $195k (100k cash)
offer for the Loft. On next wednesday the
husband of the only other prospect, who
have received our counter offer of 230k to
their 210k, is flying into town to see the Loft
for the first time after his wife’s 2 visits. The

T

next Co-op meeting is november 2 and I
think it is clear that both or one of these
prospects need to be interviewed by the
group then. So it looks like a deal around
205-210 could well be made; I will only
have until next monday (one week) to decide to accept whatever counter will come
from my 220k counter to that 195 bid just
recently.
hould 210 be final— then 12K to
Suzanne's commission, 5k to the
Co-op flip-tax and 8k to taxes and attorney
fees, leaving 185k. Now from that $66k will
pay back the 392CPW mortgage still leaving 119k for the One bedroom Co-op at
444CPW if desired. The owners deSantis
wanted118k and maybe willing to settle on
113k. A great deal still. I could, if paid for
the Loft in cash, buy it outrite; if I ‘take the
papers’ (mortgage finance it myself) I
would, in the lower bid, which seems the
more likely, get 100k and hopefully 12k per
annum for 10 years. This would mean that
I would only have at best 50k to offer deSantis and having to take …oh, this is too
messy for me to understand. But then
again, I could submit the very same figures
again to the Dime, or not pay off that loan
and simply buy the other outrite having to
find 15k more somewhere from surrendered policies. It could still be done.
Too much speculation without any real
understanding of consequences!
Today I got the Dime Bank commitment
letter in the mail for the 65k loan. Earlier
was the verbal OK.
[From the perspective of one year later, on 11.23, it is apparent that this is a
bewildering period of my life in which I try
to shed the old skin of 52Bond for new.

S
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I

12:00 noon tu.—

10.18

have been on the phone again trying
to make things happen in propelling
me to the CLOSING and I am now, after a
bite to eat & a small M, heading downtown
to bring and sign more papers. At the closing I am going to have to sign the Income
Tax Declarations— clearly fraud on my
part. (My scruples are immune. The die is
cast.)

It’s another gorgeous fall day out there; my
garden is fresh & brite and the skies are lite
blue. I will bicycle to midtown.

I went to the mortgage broker
to sign papers, etc and to de posit the
$5,800 in my checking ac count. When I returned around 4:30 I took a nap till now
(getting old and more easily tired I think).
Going to do a RW in one hour. Tia called
and told me about the progress she’s making with the $1k she owes me, which is
none. She accused me, by asking, if I was
using the Closing as an excuse to get the
money back as if I didn’t trust her. I said
“No, I need it!” But I am also using it to focus on the event to get the money back —
why not? It’s been 5 months now when I
had originally said for just one or two
months, and the last time I lent her $800
when she moved to Cambridge, I never got
the full amount back; her mother never
pays me back, her aunt is already stretching out returning the money I lent for one
month into 6 weeks, and of course I don’t
expect her sister Kay in LA to return the
money I give her at all. After a while I lose
count of what they owe and then I begin to
feel angry and finally tell myself that I de serve this treatment and finally even that it
is I who owe them this money. I don’t like
this cycle and don’t want to go thru it again.
This is no longer a parent’s duty or responsibility. Sure I'm using it to get it back
…why should I withdraw irreplaceable IRA
or Keogh retirement money (it has been accumulated as a percentage of income allowed by government specially de signed
for self-employed people who have no pension plans) …but I was also afraid to admit
that to her, and to hurt her feelings. I need
6:00pm—

to be more honest with everyone especially my daughters.
10:00pm— Nothing to report. Emma,
Cervin, Per, Mark, Stella & I racewalked 2
warmup miles and then 3 fast-paced 1mil
laps @ approx 10:15min/mil. Then Mark & I
did a 4th. Strangely warm this evening; it
mite be the prelude to some rainy weather
coming from the South or cold from the
North. [St]
poke to A just now and we have a
date for tomorrow nite: “Just
friends!” She says to diffuse the tension
and the dreaming. She sounds good—
friendly & sensual. I told her. She said the
same about me. We’re going to see the
Netherlands Dance Co at BAM this friday
nite.

S

I am going to make a fish & noodle dinner
in a few moments. How ever I feel a little sick—
it could be from the exertion in the 30km race,
something I ate, or a general need I am beginning to feel that I should do the colonic &
juice-fast route with Ruby Cooper ($50 pr session). By the way I finished 15 of 34 finishers
(38 starters) in that 30km. Cervin was 13.

I

am beginning to feel that I am finishing with my earning career now. I will
have to try to get thru the next 4 years to 65
in order to collect $805 monthly and be
covered by Medicare. The dream of making
money off buying a second apartment can
only come true if the richer couple with
cash comes thru or Joan Roberts can get
her mortgage. I discussed this possibility
today with the mortgage-broker we both
share and my lawyer, whether my holding
the mortgage personally is a good idea—
both said that the interest earned is the
best you can do with money, better than
certificates, stocks, bonds or annuities. So
either way I could do well there to supplement my meager income. If I was to have
tried for a mortgage next year instead of
this, I would be dead— my income is plunging. (How can Tia question whether I need
the money; seriously I don’t earn a third of
what she earns.)
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9:00 am we.—

10.19

DREAM: We are in a mansion type house,
two stories, 5-6 rooms per floor, low-pitched
roof with wide overhang, stucco finish on the
exterior. We are besieged by a very determined and evil gang of criminals. “We must
stay one step ahead of them!” I repeat often to
strengthen our resolve to keep up the fight.
In other words, if we are now barricaded
on the 2nd floor, we need to know that the outer walls can be scaled and windows penetrated, or that the stairs need blocking off or booby-trapped. But even more than the physical
defenses, we need to stay alert to the mental
game: what their next move mite be, whether
bribery, subterfuge, camouflage or terror.
The head villain seems to be Jimmy Schiano (Jimmy & Judy), and he is very tough in a
laid back gentle way. He’ll talk but there will
be no mercy. He has to be outwitted or mutually satisfactory terms must be reached. And I
think there is where we are at the moment: I
have agreed to pay $400 something and the
materials to accomplish it; there is an electronic box that rings or sounds or regulates, and
several other small items costing around $100
that are part of the completed package. I am
very nervous as I’m counting out the bills and
setting the parts together (the lack of instructions worries me, not knowing whether they
are self-explanatory to Jimmy). I am sitting at
a table while my companion is whistling or
singing in a carefree way, this annoys me but I
try to concentrate on the task which is not going too well because there are several denominations of notes and, while I try to set them off

in small bundles of $50 or $75, I am forgetting
the numbers almost as soon as I say them to
myself. I am further distracted by the decision
to only pay half now so that I am certain the
deal will be done and the terms met.
END

By the way, Cervin will not be in the NY
Marathon because he has much architectural photography work, in fact he says he
has several jobs. I have nothing in the
same line of promotional work for architects. NOTHING. I don’t expect anything
for the balance of this year …oh, yes, possibly one in middle or late november from
Chemical. (He has done many marathons
over his 13 year RW career; he also said
last nite that the racing season is over for
him because of work commitments. Lucky
Man! I'm envious.)
1:30am— I went over to A’s for a little dinner: my chicken soup, her baked potato,
steamed broccoli and prunes & tea for
desert. I also brought frozen vegetable potpie which I cooked at my house and
brought over. This will be one of the last
times I can just walk over to her house with
cooked food in my hands. (It’s mild out and
drizzling pleasantly— my plants are out in
the back garden enjoying the cleansing.
They won’t have the open air again when I
move in 11 days— that’s the countdown.)
Today is Day 12.
stayed to watch a film on the life of the
indian guru whose ashram A spent
some time in in India, who
later came to the US and
established that huge
congregation & community in Oregon— the Rashnish Some thing. I lay on
her new vibrating mattress which is excellent; it
sends a vibrating current
thru the lower legs, the
crotch area, the lower
back, the middle back &
the cervical spine (neck).
Then we hugged for a few
minutes and I left at
12:30. Soon after she
telephoned to say that

I
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she was uncomfortable with the brother
&sister scene and maybe we should call it
quits. I wish she’d shut up and take it easy
instead of always having to air her complaints. I am tired of her disgruntled ways—
nothing is ever satisfactory with her …from
day one there is always something that disturbs her. I felt affectionate toward her
while there and finally acted on it at the end
with the hugging & kissing …complaining
later is certainly better than complaining
during …but she is discouraging my advances and I’ve got to assume that that is
what she unconsciously wants. She will get
her wish very soon because it’s going to
take some time for me to regain confidence
in my sexuality with her. [7.31.97: an ominous premonition.]
Len Scheer, 69, was at the 30km, which
he finished some 20 plus minutes after me,
with a very attractive Jewish woman who is
only 53. They have sexual relations, I assume. Len says she has asked for commitment from him, whatever that means. He
also placed a Personals Audio Message
and got 27 replies. Jesus Christ. Alexi is
unquestionably one in a million and I certainly want to keep her as a friend if possible, but it’s one thing to admire her for her
talents, brain, eccentricities & imagination,
and quite another to establish a relationship with her and spend time with her intimately. She’s a queen— never any back
porch for her; and I unquestionably have illusions of grandeur, if for no other reason
than to compensate for the down-side &
drag I put on mySelf.
10:00 am th.—

10.20

TODAY IS DAY 11. MONDAY IS D-DAY.
DAY "0" WHEN THE CLOSING MUST
HAVE BEEN DONE. MUST BE DONE!
Tomorrow is also Day 70 without dope
that started august 12 or 10 weeks. It is
strange how easily it disappeared from my
life, how the trip to get it was curiously balanced against the pleasure received, and
coming out short end.
t would be the most convenient day in
that I would move my stuff there di-

I

rectly (there, the place most of my mind is
preoccupied with is 392 CPW). It will vindicate all this effort I am devoting to saving
the money of moving twice, throwing away
money on more rental, and further, I think
I’ll have to recognize that I am not getting
work in the architectural illustration (my big
earner). So I must find a way of using my
energies to save money or avoid spending
it. Thus I need to do the work at the
392CPW apartment except for the things I
can’t do, for example the electrical work,
the communication cable relocation …I can
do the wall demolition, the carting, the repair after surgery, the floor, the half-wall,
the window sill, the front closet, the floor
trench for the cable. This should save me
$500. It is foolish to think I can sit here by
the keyboard&screen recording all the
events of my life and expect to turn that into money. The Loft-sale will be money and
it should turn into buying another place for
income property whether it be 444CPW or
another unit at ParkWest Condos in my
name or Tia’s (I do not know if condo speculation is legal?)
In the middle of the nite I felt a wave of
sympathy rather than impatience and anger
at A’s reaction to last nite— she wants sexual love and she wants it now. I appreciate
her impulsiveness. Her outspokenness. I
should not take it personally and be put off
by it.
n another related front: Len Scheer
called last nite to arrange to walk
together a 20mil scheduled for saturday;
that led me to remember that very attractive and young looking woman I thought to
be his daughter. “53”, he told me her age to
be; she is asking for commitment from him
(16 years younger than he). Something to
think about when I looked at A last nite.
The other minor thing that got me irritated
last nite when we were concocting the dinner— that kitchen is like a laboratory or a
stable: tons of tools & pots are used for a
simple meal and the floor is loading with
the sticky remains of the food preparation
process.
Kay called from LA to say that her mother-in-law, Janet has given her a proof of

O
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employment at their Harris Ace Hardware &
Lumber Store to support her income declaration for her bank refinancing application.
A great move on her part be cause it keeps
the paternal grandparents to children connection and may solve her budget crisis by
reducing her monthly mortgage payment
and the threat of losing her house to default.
A also just called and is coming by with
the original to her resume which she wants
to alter. She says that she needs “love” at
this time in her life and can not deal with
this halfway house I’m offering her. I wasn’t
upset. I was sympathetic.
God, already 11am— My Life Is Flying Off!

I still haven’t left the keyboard
& screeeeenemmmm! However the appliances are in at 392CPW and the re-inspection has been ordered. Alessandra Pulido
is now my file expediter, not Kelly Gogatz
any longer, nor Lisa Williams the original
salesperson at Skyscraper Mortgage. (The
dread-locked John Garcia, contractor, who
is doing the construction work upstairs and
whom I’ve been trying to get to come in to
look over my renovation plans for 392CPW,
keeps coming back & forth past my windows to go upstairs— he doesn’t know that
his delay in meeting with me has almost
cost him the job since I am now realizing
that I must do the work myself. Maybe I’ll
ask him for a price to do the demolition only or the electrical with the concrete floor
trench.)
he #1 prospect for the Loft purchase
went last nite for the 3rd time and I
am awaiting their response of my counteroffer of $230k to their 210k. Should it go to
$220k— I will go for it even tho A is advising me against hasty decisions (she herself
got $290k using 5 different brokers over a
six month period to get her good price).
She’s tough and has nerves of steel when
it comes to business. I see the AIR/artist
certification as a definite problem; however
they do certify writers as well are dancers
& painters, sculptors, etc. The non-commercial nature of your work seems to be a
criterion, unpublished vs. published, and
justification for use of loft-type space. 4-5
1:00pm—

T

years of dedication is another factor needed proving. Next approval panel meets on
nov 27 and it takes a month for the application process.
11:00pm— A was by earlier with a few
changes to her resume for me to print up.
She says she needs love at this time in her
life and she feels she won’t get it in our relationship. She has canceled our Netherlands Dance Co date at BAM (presumably
to go with someone that will advance toward getting that need fulfilled). I was not
hostile or hurt by these declarations of
hers, how ever I did not pick up on the challenge either.
It has been a rainy day today that luckily
cleared up enough for our RW workout tonite.
For two hours I ran 2 miles, warmed-up with a
2mil walk and walked at top speed 4 laps of
1.5mil; they averaged around 16min each for a
speed of a little over 10:35 min/mil. I walked
alone even tho Per, Annette, Annemarie and
Mark were out there in the misty fog-filled nite
doing other workouts: Mark was running the
full 6mil loop of Central Park, Per & Annemarie
were kind of taking care of the slower Annette,
and then Per walked Annemarie across the
park due to several rape-scares recently.
There were a lot of police in the park tonite—
on horse, in scooters, cars & vans (none on
bicycle lately, I wonder if that attempt at a
closer-to-the-public program failed to produce
good results. I liked it).
I’m getting ready to feed myself with
steamed carrots & string-beans, spaghetti with
vegetarian chili and perhaps even a salad.
See you later.
8:30 am fr.—

10.21

DREAM: I was in a restaurant where I had
ordered from the counter service when I decided to go to the sit-down part to read a newspaper while eating. A short german-type frankfurter was already cooked for me and waiting
on the counter while I also ordered a whole
chicken (when I asked the waiter behind the
counter whether I had to take the entire chicken he said somewhat reluctantly that I didn’t
have to and that he thought he mite take half
himself …to which I replied with “No, don’t
bother, I’ll take home the balance.” It was a
large chicken and yet I didn’t want him to go
out of his way for me especially in spite of it
being something as normal as selling half and
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quarter parts chicken. I was determined to be
independent even to my own detriment.)
All the tables were taken in the dining
room, so I selected a table with just two other
people where I sat waiting patiently for the
waiter even knowing that food was ready on
the counter for me. And when I started reading
the paper and needed more light, I was too
shy to light a full candle to replace the one
that was dying out in front of me.
I was in a sad state of neglect because I
was unwilling to speak up— the food was getting cold and the lite too dim to read by; I was
bringing this disadvantageous situation on myself. I was drowning …disappearing in a feeling of worthlessness. END

11:00am— Imagine if I was a wheelerdealer, how much time I would be spending
spinning out the stories of the events I was
orchestrating! As it is, I am an inactive person spinning tales in my head (which reminds me of an idea I had for taking the
"When Harry Meets Sally" film and writing a
quartet of such stories about the quirks of
life that bring people together— straight,
gay & maybe even an oddball couple story;
this would be mostly from my imagination,
however it could be take-offs of Tema & my
stories with a coming together ending,
Alexi & my stories with(out) coming together …just the bare structure of reality and
then letting imagination take it away.)
went downtown to my oldest client
Tannenbaum hoping he would put his
architect’s registration on my alteration
plan for 392CPW. He did. (Alexi had luck
when the Co-op president at 444CPW gave
her the OK to do her fairly extensive renovations there, probably 5 times what I plan
to do here, and hers is a Co-op with a proprietary lease and mine a Condo where I
own the space itself. She has chutzpah!)
So now I am holding off handing them in to
the administration there because I am plotting to bring in the materials to build a complete wall to set off a bedroom in my studio
thinking that that would make a more
rentable apartment. I am also thinking that
after living there for a few months, after the
sale of the Loft; I would go to Europe while
renting it out for a year. Then I'd be free to

I

do what I want in Europe— work or live or
visit or stay or whatever I am dreaming
mite happen in terms of more successful
people-connection than here. Dream.
y broker Suzanne called while I
was out to give me news of the two
return-counter bids on the Loft— presumably 215k for the writer-couple and 200k
from the widow mother-painter. She is returning from FL this evening and we’ll
speak then. The thought of owning two
apartments is still alive— that would be my
income if income is needed; in some ways
it really isn’t. The return on my annuities,
the Loft money remainder (after paying off
the first mortgage), invested someway securely in money market or ‘?’, plus the 91
management fee and some architectural
rendering work will get me thru to that 65
year date when I can take down $805
monthly in SS payments. No reason for not
starting a retirement disbursement on the
$60-80k IRA & KEOGHS saved over the
last 20 years. I don’t really need the
headache of owning a second apartment
for income reasons. I won’t live longer or
better with more money since I am so anal
retentive by character. The luxury of the
444CPW apartment, with its 10th floor view
rite over the park, its natural ash wood
doors, hardwood floors, jacuzzi, modern
kitchen, 9ft ceiling, 33% tax-deductibility
and extra room for sleep & exercise & meditation (or lover or rental), are qualities that
may backfire or be rejected by me emotionally (?) because of the luxurious space
and equipment. I don't deserve it or I am a
spartan by temperament.
It could also be more practical to own
a Condo-apartment in the Park West complex because of the restrictions of Co-op
apartment living & regulations in the prewar 444CPW.

M

Anyway— I need to do my exercises now.

NYC time: the counter of
$218k cash (telephoned from Miami Airport). Quick decision to counter with “Let's
split in middle” and asking to settle at 224k!
The other prospect came back with 205k. If
they go for it— this is the end of this line!
1:00pm—
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6:30pm— NYC: 224k it is! Time for the
lawyers on monday & the battle for the
Artist’s Certification.
I am back from a huge food-shopping
trip which is probably the last I’m making
while here at this cute quirky irritating garden apartment. To the Health-Nut store for
spinach, celery and mayonnaise (they still
haven’t gotten the danish “Uniclean”
biodegradable liquid soap in), to adjoining
fish store for pieces of salmon, shark
steaks & perch fillet, to Westside Fruits &
Veg etables at 111St for fruits & vegetables,
olive & feta cheese, Colomb ian coffee (too
sweet), rice pudding, etc and finally to a
barbecue-chicken place 1/4 chicken dark
meat with corn bread and brussels sprouts
for $3.25. I’ve eaten and just finished when
Suzanne called with that good news above.
Alexi is probably getting ready now
…rinnnggg …I thought that mite be A
telling me at the last moment that she
wants me to come with her to the Netherlands Dance at BAM; it was not, it was
Kirstin, the german at the Loft telling me
her friend who has repaired the toilet ceiling should have another $50 on top of the
$50 I gave earlier for the work …so I am
free to go out to the movies or whatever I
want (Emma left for Europe last nite for 2
weeks of business & pleasure.) With the
Loft sold, I mite be on my way there also.

I

3:00 pm sa.—

10.22

am recovering from this morning’s
23mil RW by having laid in bed for the
last hour or so eating a little of this & that
watching some TV including the last and
other midway scenes of “When Harry Met
Sally”. (That’s when he’s alone at home on
New Year’s Eve and telling himself that
‘This is not so bad …eating the best cookie in the world, about to give the Knicks
their first championship as he lobs a toy
basketball into a hoop on his bookcase
…who wants to be at a noisy party pretending to have a good time?’ Then as he
walks the deserted streets alone ‘This is
great, a chance to catch up on my window
shopping' …when he sees a couple across

the street laughing together …he starts remembering the moments they had together— when they parted in New York’s
Greenwich Village by the Wash ington
Square monument after the car ride together from Chicago, the time when she
showed and proved to him that women
sometime fake orgasm (in a crowded
restaurant;) the time when she started kissing him more as a lover than as a friend the
nite he came to console her of her exboyfriend Joe’s marriage …these images
came to him under the song “It had to be
you” on the audio track, as he first stood
staring at the Washington Square Monu ment, then into space, then starting to walk
slowly transforming into walking more deliberately and finally into his running… trying to get a cab on New Year’s Eve …running uptown to the ‘Tyler Party where Sally
possibly is’, running thru the streets now
desperate to catch her before midnite, as
that progression was being intercut with
Sally’s frustration & disillusionment with the
party, wanting to leave, un happy and having said Good Bye to Jesse & Marie she
heads for the door. Just then Harry bursts
up the stairs into the britely lit ballroom in
his casual jacket & jeans out of breath
…the rest is history. The 'I hate you!' scene
is wonderful— I can play & replay it.
Prior to that I took a long bath in too hot
water which almost knocked me out; several
times I fell asleep in the tub. I had been racewalking from 6:40 to almost 11:30 or 4 hours
40 minutes, almost as much as that 5 hour
walk for the 50km (31mil) race in may’94 …no
that was 2seconds shy of 6hours, but the last
40km (25mil) was 4:43:00— almost that same
time.

I

sn’t that incredible news about the
224k bid!? Life, on the material plane
at least, seems to be working out for me. I
think I’ll ask Sammy, my sister Neva’s husband, what to do with the money— buy another apartment, condo or co-op, or a
house in the country (Margaret’s in New
Paltz for 250k) by not buying back the
mortgage on 392CPW, or investing in
bonds, annuities or what? He’s an economist— maybe he’ll have some idea; I know
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Kalin the financial planner has ideas
too; Berger, the accountant, mite also suggest something. There is always that empty #20Y at 392CPW where the elevator
noise was too much for me; I could spend
my time fixing it up all the way if I could get
it at a really cheap price such as $80k. Is it
allowed to own two condos? At that rate I
could almost buy 3 of them, except that it
does cost $3-4k to close on a property
which would mean 85x2 or 170k. I’ll be getting 200k clear. The mortgage is 66k. Better not to be paying 8% interest I believe
be cause even at $1100 per month with 400
monthly expenses, a gain of 700; or a mortgaged apartment costing 800 monthly, a
gain of 300 …
don’t see these things too clearly at
this moment, there have to be pitfalls
in this thinking, it seems too easy to make
money at this game. There is also Holly’s
ground floor Co-op apartment on Riverside
Drive & 93St which is only 55k if two more
in ParkWest is too rich for my small capital.
I don’t really have the nerve for being a
land lord, I don’t think. Why do I need the
aggravation? I have enough money with
one because I live cheaply, and certainly
with two if I’m trying supplement my income
or get the money into a seemingly good investment.
By the way, Jay Len Scheer, who was
supposed to meet me at 84St & CP Drive at
6:30am, did not show; he overslept. He has
a very attractive 53 girlfriend named Carol
(I’ve met twice) who’s pushing him for commitment and eventually marriage. He
meets many single independent women at
the YMHA in their ‘support group’ sessions.
I got to learn more of his story today walking two turns of the park together (12 miles
and 2.5 hours). He is doing his 6th Mara thon on the 6 of Nov.
12midnite— A just now called to say that
she had had a good time at a party tonite
and also that the dance concert was excellent. I was cool but told her several times
that I was glad that she called. I am going
to bed— tomorrow is an easy 6mil racewalking since I did the heavy stuff this
morning. I have an ice pack around my left

I

knee, the big tendon coming down on the
outside, the one that sticks out clearly
when the leg is flexed in bending. I faxed
the Artist Certification application, my own
certification plus some architectural plans
of the Loft indicating use of the space to
satisfy the certification board why so much
space is needed for the support of his (the
husband of the couple who have accepted
224k cash bid) theater & poetry projects.
GOOD NITE!
11:30 am su.—

10.23

I’m back from the sunday RW. I’m alone.
As usual. 6mil walk & 3mil run. Coffee, scrambled eggs on bagel by the boat-lake. All
around us the incredible panorama of reds,
yellows and browns from the turning trees.
Rainy & drizzly— we got quite wet. I'm already
drooping with fatigue over the keyboard and
thinking of giving this up…I am brewing some
peppermint tea in the thermos (hoping I’ll be
able to extract the tea-bag from the narrow
opening …what is there to say anyway that
hasn’t been said already? Like yesterday, I’m
heading for the bed to lie down and watch
some TV). This is the third highest week of
training with an accumulated total of 53 miles.
The first & second highest were back in preparation for the 40km race (25mil), back in the
weeks ending with sundays 8/14 & 8/28 when I
did 54 and 59 miles. I did 54 & 64 back in april
in preparation for the 50km race (31km) and
the 5/15 week ending with that race I did 53mil
again …this is it— I am dozing off.

I just had a very eerie ex perience: it felt like a small peek into the
big wheeling machine of life & death. Mostly death— I dreamt seeing a Woman Come
Toward Me with a sad withdrawn look on
her face …when I moved toward her wanting to take her in my arms to console her,
the restrained sadness of her face cracked
into an angry emotionally pained grimace.
She was ugly and filled with agony.
thought of Alexi— of the quiet anger I
direct her way punishing her for rejecting me (even as she pro-tests claiming to
be passionately in love); I think of mySelf,
my posture to ward the world, forever
locked off in fundamental distrust that I
can’t melt, not even with the threat of death
3:30pm—

I
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looming on the horizon, the years slowly
but inexorably making their way across me,
biologically or psychologically casting a
shadow over my will to survive.
Those are some pompous & high minded words but I felt something fundamental
momentarily about the way I face life. Dan,
my other racewalking partner, called at that
moment, awakening me …I heard my voice
in answering his question; did I sound so
cynical, so mistrustful, so jaded that I am
not entitled to expect peace & pleasure like
everyone else. Am I especially defeatist
and distrustful that I doom mySelf to pain,
will my Self to punishment?
sounded alright to me. Have I been
too hard & harsh to Alexi? Am I not
losing more than I am denying her? When
she called last nite with such clarity and innocence in her voice, expecting adoration
& pleasure at my hearing her voice, I did
certainly throw a wet blanket over her affectionate energy but I don’t think I put out
the flames. I didn’t want to do that. I still
want her friendship perhaps even her love
and to give mine in return. But how can I
not be wounded when she says she is taking her quest for love elsewhere?
I was asleep since noon with the door
open to the garden, the sound of the rain
falling on the remain ing leaves and the
wetness glistening on the dark red earth
tiles. I will miss this close connection to the
Earth & Nature when I move to my nest up
in the tree branches. This place was never
offered as an option to buy and the only
other place that had a garden was also on
96 St, a noisy street, tho that busyness was
on the front side of the house while I would
have been in the back. But the two rooms
were small, the entire apartment under 500
sqft with the bedroom set off so that it
couldn’t integrate with he rest of the day’s
activities. It’s that way here too and the
windows are even less than what I proposed to do. But the price was very high at
127k and it would have been lot of work to
bring that to 100k or under, exclusively for
the sake of the garden which was good. It
was a rehabilitated building with some

I

flooding water prob lems on one of my exterior walls and the kitchen was tiny but serviceable. I am looking at the ad now— it
was asking 119k so it could have gone under to maybe 95k, but still it could not beat
the cleanliness, largeness, view, park-setting, almost half its monthly costs maintenance vs common charge and condo-status of 392CPW. Anyway the dye is cast and
even now, assuming the Loft sale goes
thru, I would sooner consider another unit
in the ParkWest Apartment at 85-90k than
that garden-apartment at 90-95k. (If I am
so taken by the sound of the rain and the
contact with the earth, I can still attempt to
buy that apartment over another one elsewhere, assuming the Loft sale does goes
thru at such a good price.)
6:00pm— Rhoda G, a racewalker & doctor, lives at 392CPW. She has invited me
up to her and husband’s house at 8:30pm
to share tea and information from an engineer who they hired when they contemplated buying that very same #12Y apartment.
We (Dan, 65, former musician & reflexologist, Len, 69, outerwear manufacturer & exporter, and myself, Jan, 61, ex-fashion
manufacturer, ex-performance artist, father
of two lovely women, now an aspiring
writer) are going in her limousine to the
NYMarathon on sunday morning @ 7:30am
nov 6’94 ($15 each.)
12:00 midnite— Rhoda at 392CPW had
nothing new to tell me about the building,
its management or the apart ments. I did
probe them about their feeling as renters
about people buying apartments to rent out
rather than live in. “It’s business. It happens.” was their philosophical reply. I went
back up to the #20Y unit to see it— the
door was still open. That was lucky! I examined it again wondering if the deskconcierge downstairs in the lobby had noticed my going to the 20th floor in the elevator cab camera. That apartment, notwithstanding its great view and the convenience of being on the same elevator line in
the same building, in order to better supervise it if I bought & rented it out, is not good
for me or anyone. It is too noisy from the el-
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evator housing— a regular rumble keeps a
din ongoing inside. I find it too annoying to
venture getting involved. The one bedroom
apartments with balconies are very attractive but I think they sell much higher in the
125k range. GOOD NITE!
4:00pm— ThAT CLOSING TimE IS NOT
YET CONFiRMED BY THE bAnK!
I almost feel I'm hearing my lawyer
throw his hands in the air saying: “This is
too rushed; I can’t work this way. You’ll
have to wait until tuesday or whenever a
new date can be con firmed in their own
good time.”
he mortgage Broker is the culprit at
this moment and they are expecting
the faxed or hard copy con firming the last
inspection. Can you imagine that those
lousy just post-war appliances can be holding things up. They can be bought for $2400. They are not even worth that. But the
law requires that the apartment is sold with
working cooking facilities, so there is this
hitch for now.
In another 15 minutes I'll have to call
the Broker again and get who ever is unwilling or unable to answer what the holdup on
calling the Bank is. And they will not schedule a Clos ing with their Lawyer until all conditions are satisfied and will not issue all
the closing costs to my lawyer.

T

9:00 am mo.—

10.24

EXACTLY ONE WEEK 7 DAYS TO DEPARTURE FROM HERE & WHEN THE
CLOSING MUST HAVE TAKEN PLACE.
* I am anticipating some back & forth
regarding the Artist Certification business
today in preparation for the prospect’s application filing.
* I am hoping that the prospect’s will
contact their lawyer and during the week
connect with mine regarding Loft sale—
224k being the magic number. (I am sure
some wisdom says to hold on for weeks or
for years even. I say I do not know how to
spend money. I want simply the security of
stable income and to live nearer to Park
greens and my one meaningful activity or
not being disrespectful to the time I’m

spending at this very moment— one of my
two meaningful activities: racewalking &
journal writing.
In the more mundane arena of life I hope
doing my laundry at the commercial one rite
opposite 400CPW adjoining to the east my
building-to-be 392CPW, and then while it’s
washing or drying, to visit #12Y to see the installed kitchen equipment.

That’s my whole day— such luxury.
How this ever happened I don’t know. I was
always so hell-bent on keeping active &
constructive, fearful of lapses in working
…and now I am effectively sidelined, unnoticed but surviving without pain, with money and a new home (or possibly even two
in the near future).
8:00pm— It may be hard to believe, but
the entire day has been spent in pursuit of
the apartment & the apartment-closing. After depositing Tia’s repayment of the 1k
loan in the bank, I went on a 2pm appointment with the sales agent of ParkWest Village to see two 1 bedr’m apartments, and
then to spend some time in my own apartment-to-be (I left the door un locked, the
lites & air conditioner on and the venetian
blinds lowered— it was so hot there during
the day.) The other apartment is meant for
investment purposes to sublet to others. I
may be choosing to pull down an other set
of closet-walls now that I have examined
my unit in daylite.
The Title-search came in and, un known
to me, it is an investigation of both the
property and myself. It turns out that there
is a Tax Warrant out on me from the NY
State Finance office; however there is also
a Vacate Order in existence, a case of one
hand not knowing what the other is doing
which may necessitate my going to B’klyn
to that office to pick up the hard copy Vacate Order.
Nevertheless the Closing date will still
not be set until tomorrow morning according to my lawyer, and he also confirmed being contacted by the Loft-prospect’s lawyer
regarding a sales agreement contingent on
Co-op approval & Artist Certification. This
means that I would have give back deposit
if those two approvals fail.
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Rite now I am going to 444 CPW, to A’s
house, to do my laundry; we will be together briefly since I am going to spackle
closed the holes on one of her bedroom
walls. She asked if I would come tomorrow
nite instead so that we could spend a little
time together. I have RW tomorrow nite— a
very demanding training session that will
be the last tough one before the tapering
down starts aiming toward the Marathon in
12 days.
12 midnite— I am sorry to disappoint A
again! That’s basically how I find myself
leaving her house lately and this evening
was no exception. One thing is changed:
she has gotten less upset by my rejection
or lack of re sponse to her coming-on to
me; however, I am afraid that until she
gives up making any demand for a long
while, like hours or several visits in a row, I
will continue to feel repelled from her. Her
innuendoes are less “in my face” and less
persistent which is a good step for me but
I can still see her suffering— she expects
me to feel passion for her because she
feels it or because she, in her ego ism, can
not conceive my not wanting her. I would
like to call her up and tell her “I am sorry to
disappoint” but I also don’t want to because I feel I'd be asking her to accept
more pain of my not living up to her expectations. I don’t want her to complain about
me. When she ceases that then I will be
able to come to her.
he seized several opportunities to
imply that she was so giving and I
was so denying, blaming me for turning her
advances back. I wish I could figure out a
way of subverting that drive on her part by
saying, for example, to myself that she
can’t help herself— she is in love or in
heat, doesn't want to be rejected and she
wants of course to be loved. It used to be
that she wanted to be loved unconditionally. Totally. That sharp edge has luckily
blunted some!
I just feel that I can never measure up
to what she wants. I tune out when she
starts speaking because I feel her demanding probe— how can I get him to love
me?

S

We did manage passing some of the
time peaceably: I washed & dried my laundry, I read while she prepared soup, I re paired & plastered her wall while she
worked on her painting; and we watched
Real Personal Show together. Tonite’s subject was ‘multi-orgasmic’ that touched
some sore points in that I can’t, never have
even had one orgasm with her, let alone
several.
8:30 am tu.—

10.25

6 DAYS left to go, including a weekend,
to departure time. To me this is obviously a
big deal and yet I haven’t packed a single
item. I am hoping to almost throw things into open boxes and bring it over there in
one or two trips; and now I am also expecting that the CLOSING will be this week
because the title-inspection came in yesterday (I’m phoning the State Finance Office to find out the procedure for getting a
copy of the vacate-order that luckily nullifies the tax warrant on me.)
am scheming and scheming during
the nite about how to reconstruct the
studio apartment and what apartment next
to buy in an investment decision: a onebedroom or a studio, letting the open plan
be its unique feature, imagining whether I
could stand living in luxury & co-op setting
at 444 CPW where the price is still better
than at ParkWest.
9:00am— Whew, the mystique about the
intrepidity of government agencies is alive
and well. I feel I get a succession of sleepy
surly and low energy individuals caught in
a network of procedures that is guaranteed
to take time, go thru many hands and cost
much time and money. A carib bean accented male assures me that a statement to the
effect that “A vacate order is on line to the
courts on warrant #000 859 952H”, that it
will be faxed, as a special favor, to my
lawyer later today and it is plausible to
hope to have a hand-written letter of same
sent today to my address. I hope that that’ll
satisfy the mortgage lending bank.
Faxing is satisfactory to Ordover, my
lawyer and hopefully to the bank as well,

I
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BUT— now it turns out that, after all this
time, he’s booked very titely for the rest of
the week and really wants to schedule this
for tuesday november 1. For 3 weeks I’ve
been pushing daily at this whole proc ess
and now when I’m reaching the big boys
the link gets weaker and will not budge. He
knows that the difference between monday
& tuesday is several hours of moving my
furniture either into a truck or into a basement and then packing & moving again 24
hours later again— and yet he can calmly
entertain that scenario for me. He’s paid
big bucks for this— to treat me, a civilian,
like shit!?
3:00pm— Like A says: “You’re going to
plotz when you hear this!”
nce again I have spent the whole
fuck’n day talking and arranging for
money from two annuities that I’m withdrawing luckily a mere 10% each for a total
of $2,300. and dealing with the Mortgage
company regarding last estimate of costs
at closing and checking my bank balance
where I discovering to my horror that I
made a $2,200 adding mistake (adding a
deposit twice) and therefore needing now
to back up that missing money. So all that
is in the works now but I will need to have
Neva commit & pay Nov&Dec management
money of $800 and my Loft tenants to pay
their rent of $1350 on time, or better, one
day early on oct 31 in time for banking the
cash or for me to hold as a trump under my
mattress.

O

I haven’t exercised one second nor meditated. I am experiencing such resistance!

Well, more things have hap pened since last communiqué: the CLOSING IS SET FOR 3PM MONDAY OCT 31.
Had it been 1 or 2pm I would have been
able to move that day but since there is no
moving allowed after 5pm except after 7pm
and then at a $300 charge instead of a $60
day time move, and because Rob, the
young handyman across the street, cannot
move after 10am be cause he works at the
Manhattan Valley Condos and we can’t
start till 9am, and the fact that the truck will
have to be back in the morning (I think, tho
I mite keep it in order to get the bookcase
1:00pm—

from 91) …to make a long story of details
regarding time & money short— Rob & I
will pack the truck between 5 and 6pm; I
will then drive the truck with computer
equipment and a couple of other carryables like a box of food and a mattress to
392CPW along Manhattan Ave, then park it
overnite somewhere in a safe location like
hopefully the car-parking lot with permission from the management company, I will
perhaps sleep at 392 in a primitive fashion
(or at A’s) and then meet with Rob in the
morning at 8:30 to unload the truck to the
basement and start taking it up at 9am finishing by 10am. Then he’ll go to work and I
will go to E91St for the bookcase and return the truck.
I also arranged for ConEd to come to
Loft tomorrow morning to un lock the meter
in preparation for the electrical work there
later in the week.

I had a heavy 16x1/4 mil RW session this
evening with Per, Holly, Annette, Stella &
Mark. Most were done at 2:22min, only two at
2:30 & 2:31. Per drove me home after the
workout and we past the apartment up close
…I got out to look up at the room lit up inside
the drawn venetian blinds …I had replaced a
fuse and now there is electricity; I left the AC
on because it was so hot in there due to the
sun streaming in all day without ventilation
…and I am going back to morrow morning to
hang Mammie’s picture and do a little more
thinking about phone-jacks, TV cables etc.

If I intend in some near future to rent
out that apartment for profit, I think it would
be most profitable as a one-bedroom; and
if I intend to do that, I think it is likely that
they may ask me to file it with the building
de partment. To avoid that, I could bring in
the materials for the wall when I'm demolishing the old closets, put those 6 sheets of
plasterboard against the wall of my worktable, 10x8ft metal studs and a door in the
closet. It would not make much noise to put
that to gether with a screw-gun in the daytime, spackle joints & screw heads and
paint it.
ut the more I think of it the less interested I am in being a land lord—
I just don’t need the money, even if I would
be living the luxury of 444CPW #10C (if

B
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they still are interested in selling it— I am
sure they couldn’t guess that I am scheming to buy it from them sometime in the
new year 1995). Frankly, any studio in the
Park West group of buildings, facing south,
would be a good buy if the conversion to a
one bedroom is permitted or possibly even
without permission.
8:30 am we.—

10.25

5 DAYS TO DEPARTURE, and that last
day will be a long one insofar as having to,
for security reasons, be near the truck
packed with my in herited furniture from the
Gero Estate: his analytic couch (made in
Sweden, that I am currently sleeping on),
the TV & table that used to stand in his
waiting room, two of the bookcases that
held the infamous Freud & other sages’

writings (so much writing in this world—
why do I want to burden it with more?), one
of the pair of beds Mammie&Tata slept on
with a mattress, also horsehair, that came
from a former tenant moving out of the top
floor apartment of their brownstone, the
"91", an adjustable drawing table of Mammie’s (used currently for my MacClassicII),
assorted drafting lamps & my big door size
drawing board from my Bond Street studio,
stools & chest of drawers & tables from M’s
studio (all with 1950 written all over them),
a wood&leather chair from Denmark, two
separate sets of stainless steel tubular
Breuer knock-offs (white leather armchair
cast-away from the downstairs tenant at
the 91 brownstone and two armless cane
back&seat from Alexi’s garbage room, now
re-conditioned by me) and an other Breuer
style— the “Vassily”: thin tubular stainless
steel with black leather seats &
back (confiscated by me in the
guise of having been stolen in
an actual break-in at the
brownstone basement), etc.
I will spare you the rest (it’s
too much) because I’ve got to get
to Yoga & Meditation & breakfast
before going to 392CPW ostensibly to visit the Greens in #11X
but actually going to my #12Y
apartment that hopefully is still
open (there is nothing in it to
steal; if someone wants those
kitchen appliances they can have
them— a throwback from 1950s).

I

'm going to hang Mammie’s picture when she
was 23 or so, which would
make it 1934, the year after
she gave birth to me; I actually
would like to blow up one of
her later photos when she was
in her 60s— she was much
softer then, at least on the surface (I suppose she was suffering from what was to become
her brain tumor which, as I understand it, developed over
many many years. Fred Lebow
died of something similar, tho
Neva tells me it was not so
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similar; she ought to know.)
White bureaucrats are no different from
black bureaucrats and my disdain of their
authority & civil service character is the
same …nevertheless, Ms Tripp, surely the
bubbly black assistant to the carribeanamerican tax warrant-officer, is “Rite
nnow!” faxing the notorious vacate order to
my lawyer and prom ising to mail me a copy
to Manhattan Ave.
11:00am— The Vacate Tax Warrant Order was faxed & received by my lawyer Ordover in his lower midtown office.
4:00pm— I did Y & M. Went to 392 CPW
and hung Mammie’s picture on the empty
wall and placed A's plant on the empty
floor. Called the cable company for connection; called telephone company to
change arrangements to later same day
monday, in spected the closet telephone
riser-cable, and was generally satisfied
with the existing telephone-jack locations. I
asked the landlord’s ex-wife, the Greek Irena, regarding moving out tuesday morning
instead of monday nite; she told me to
phone the tenants-to-be directly, but she
wouldn’t tell me their number till she
reached them first.
(I lied when I implied to sister Neva that
I knew the particulars of how the dust from
construction work of the neighboring house
to 49E91 was abusing our tenants. She
called the owner to complain when one
tenant called me asking for help and I had
told her about it. Later, after speaking to
that owner, she charged me with giving her
wrong info on the debris being in front
rather than the back of house. I was trying
to imply that I was on top of the situation
and had witnessed it. She was angry, almost trembling, at the annoyance of the
whole thing. She is a very nervous woman;
she reminds me at times of our mother. I
am definitely afraid of her.)
9:00 am th.—

10.27

DREAM: We are taken to a very large party in a limousine. I want to get out to walk the
last to the hotel but Tata is with us and he
mite not be able to handle walking.
The guests from the party are taken home

by the limousine. Several groups of Afro-americans leave; one remains and is then taken by
the limo leaving me and a woman, the hostess, alone in the large mansion.
We walk the gardens outside the house; a
12 ft long wooden stair section needs to be relocated for some reason and while she is busy
elsewhere I lever this large mass into position
at the end of a stone stair which walkways go
to the entrance from the gardens.
When she returns she is quite satisfied
with that temporary arrangement. We go into
the pantry adjoining the kitchen where she
busies herself with some arrangements for tea
& cake for us. At one point I move between
her and her activity, leaning against the sink
and pull her close to me. She protests a little
but soon gives in; her body is firm and her
breasts squash against my chest …we kiss
litely, then more as we experience each other’s skin taste— we hold our lips softly, unpuckered & undemanding. Peace & Beauty.
END

T

here is really nothing to be done today to forward the process leading
to the Closing of the Condo.
I expect the beginning phases of the
whole process leading to the Clos ing of the
Loft to pick up some momentum today and
tomorrow. The real beginning of that started when we, Suzanne & Jason Duchin & I,
passed bids back & forth over the phone
with her consulting me on my agreement
authorizing her counter bid. She did the
work, the perspiring …I stood by passively
then little by little jubilantly but disbelieving. I am waiting for the actions that cement the agreement— the money as down
payment to seal his intention; 10% down or
$22,000.
1:00pm— So this morning has been
spent refiguring moneys needed for the
Closing (still without the exact figures from
the lawyer) but making certain not to withdraw from from three tax-defer red retirement funds unless absolutely necessary
(all this only in volves 2 @ $1250, the 10%
of two an nuities; a third with $5400 value
has been saved from withdrawal, but still
stands ready to be with all the paper work
done and at the company).
I also made a scaled layout of ParkWest
apartments in their 4 buildings— their orienta-
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tion, view, balcony, size, approx layout, etc (I
know now that I am only interested for investment purposes in an apartment 7th floor & up
of the #A #B #M #N in the 392 & 400 building— balcony + facing south + 1 bedroom.
The choicest most marketable units of which
there should be 19 of each or 12 because I
prefer 7 up, for a total of 48 per building, or 96
that mite turn Condo in the coming year. They
should sell in the 135-145k range reconditioned on 7th floor, 147-157 top floors; and
123-133k as is condition on the 7th floor and
136-146k for the top floor. Each floor costs approximately 1k to 1.5k per floor up from 7.)

The units selling non-rehabilitated at
maybe 15-20k off quoted price; 12k is for
non-rehab, the rest bargaining for cash or
market forces. To Jean Roth, the saleswoman, I should say: “I’m certainly in no
hurry, just keep me informed when one is
offered.”
I also figured my itinerary on monday
thru tuesday regarding the truck, moving
and services activation. The question of
telling Con Ed or not is up for grabs because there is electricity there at the moment. I should go turn it off again so that
management doesn’t know. I am a cheat.
But un questionably ConEd will find out one
day and will back charge me. The electrical
cost could be $50-75 monthly or $600-800
yearly (watch out when they catch you, but
I don’t think they can penalize).
5 DAYS TO DEPARTURE.
5:00pm— I have just gotten off the phone
with mortgage Broker who informs me positively that the Bank has in their possession
all the documents to satisfy their conditions
and that they assure her, as she assures
me now, that the tentative date & time of
Monday 3 pm October 31 1994 still stands,
is not canceled and their Bank’s lawyer
knows to expect the necessary papers tomorrow morning. Further, that she will call
my lawyer to confirm all the above. It was a
close call. But there are now no more
hitches short of accident.
On the other front— Suzanne, my real
estate broker has now in her possession a
copy of a signed purchase agreement for
$224k for the Loft from Jason Duchin’s
lawyer.

P

ushing here and pushing there does
help a little bit but not a whole lot I
don’t believe. People are busy with all
kinds of business that needs processing.
My last push will be to priority-mail my
withdrawal request from John Alden Life
Insurance Co, so that just in the case the
costs will ex ceed 17k at the Closing, I will
have their check ready to cover at least the
non-certified payments like the lawyer’s
fees. I would be able possibly to ask them
to bank-transfer the funds for monday or
tuesday in case the germans don’t pay
their rent on time on monday.
12:00 midnite— A few phonecalls transpired relating to big events in my life this
evening:
I called Rhoda, the marathon race walker who lives next door in the 392 CPW
building, to ask if I could visit her to get into the building tomorrow morning (I want to
shut off the lites I left on, take out the fuses, so that in case management comes by,
they won’t know that the electricity is on.
Maybe I can live for years courtesy of
ConEd— “I thought the building provided
electricity as well as gas.” is my only answer when I am caught; not a good excuse
nor a good situation and I will of course be
back-charged. It has happened before, I
seem to re member.)
I called the Loft to get together the rent
money on monday for the Bank— only
Karin, so far, can guarantee the rent. So
that’s at least 675 more added to the advance on the 91 brownstone-managing of
800 and the 525 I have of cash. Total =
$2000 to the $15,000 in my account. I
won’t know until tomorrow around noon
what the actual charges will be. I’m guessing $17k including my lawyer’s fee of $1k.
I called Carol, president of the Co op, to
ask to have Jason Duchin presented at the
nov 2, wednesday meeting. I told her that
we do have a purchase & sale contract.
We’ll be meeting this weekend with
Suzanne to discuss that meeting before
the Co-op and the preparation of the application for Artist Certification.
spoke to Alexi; and that was a sad call
because I hear how burnt out I am be-

I
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having— I have little pa tience with her
Venusian point of view. I feel such irritation
at the circumlocution, the intellectual probing and we are not budging an inch— we
are not expanding our sympathy for each
other, I feel intolerant. I hear the same
complaints about my coldness and taciturn
behavior. We agreed to possibly go on a
walk in Central Park on saturday afternoon.
or a short recap: on sunday sept 18,
I saw the #12Y apartment with Alexi.
That same day I bought the Condo offering
material for $50. Tuesday, I saw the lawyer
discussing prices for legal services on both
buying & selling. That nite I started search
for a mortgage broker. On sept 27 I decided on Lisa Williams, and today, oct 27, exactly one month later, we are poised with a
bank commitment, all conditions satisfied
and a Closing up ahead on monday the 31
of oct. One and a half months of many decisions and much work pushing toward this
end that is very near at hand. This weekend starts the work on making the sale of
the Loft a reality as well.
I need to call Kay to see how she’s doing with her mortgage refinancing; and also
ask her when the best time to visit is and
book a flight tomorrow while the airfare war
is going on. $300 round-trip. To go there instead of going to Europe? (We just spoke
for 30 minutes— she’s got a tough life trying to raise two children and keep a full
time job …and she very conscientious
about Jani doing his homework. But all of
this stress on top of having very little money and fearing that the house will go into
default on the mortgage payments. Her refinancing is being considered during the
next 5 days. She’s praying.)

F

12:00 noon fr.—

10.28

DREAM: I was making a presentation of
Jason Duchin to the Co-op and explaining to
them the reasons I was leaving. My speech
was hesitant and slow with many ‘ahm’s in it.
The room was very large and the Co-op members were spread out around me.
Regarding my leaving, I explained that I
was no longer in the performance world so the

neighborhood of movement & theater professionals was no longer important, that I had
taken up racewalking and that CP was vital to
me, that I spent 10 hours per week walking an
average of 35 miles weekly there for the last
two years. I was saddened that so few came
to my “The Man Who Celebrates Being 60”
concert, and also disappointed that my attempts to set up an exercise class for those
over 50 didn’t meet with interest. My knowledge as architect was subverted by an overwhelming security & insurance consciousness
which plunged to low level my interest in serving the Co-op, etc. Renting out the Loft, while
I met with good cooperation even indulgence,
resulted in disaffecting me from the Loft because of others living there, weaned me of my
dependence on that space & address.
And then a long drawn out spiel on Jason
from CT, experienced with good credentials
for so few years out of college; his possible
jewish ethnicity and moneyed background in
the fact that the purchase is all cash, which he
couldn’t possibly have earned himself.
I wanted them to accept him & his fiancée,
however I didn’t want to overplay my need for
their OK the sale. I didn’t want to beg. END

I

went to the 392 CPW apartment again
and, much as I feared, they had been
there to lock it up in their making sure they
had the proper keys to give me on monday
after the Clos ing. The only thing that bothers me about that, is that they likely noticed the plant standing there by the window and the lites on, but knowing the bureaucracy of that organization, I suspect it
won’t matter and that no-one is going to
conclude that ConEd may be getting
gypped or that I entered illegally. The
plants I brought with me this morning I put
into #20Y which still remains open; it was
very hot in that place even on this cool 50º
day. Following that I went to the Bank to
change my account address to the local
branch, order new checks, deposit Neva’s
800 and my own 500 cash (perspiring thru
the entire process with the bank officer, a
young black male, who was quite solicitous
and anxious to have something to do). Authority or Institution spooks me. I then went
to the local paper store for the NYTimes (I
have ordered a full subscription) and took it
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to the West Coffee Shop, the very one we
are going to be meeting the limousine at to
take us to the NYMarathon next sunday
and where Joseph Weiss, the actor, eats,
according to Dan Pina (my other buddy
racewalker, besides Cervin). I had buckwheat pancakes— too soft and airy.
t looks like I may have to go to the
State Finance Office in Brooklyn because the letter ‘vacating the warrant’ did
not arrive. I’m waiting for the lawyer’s
phone call (who’s waiting for the Bank’s
phone call) regarding the costs that need to
be available for disbursement on this Monday October 31 at 3pm.
I HOPE THERE IS NO HITCH AT THIS
POINT, THAT THEY DISCOVER AN ERROR OR HINT OF FRAUD OR DISCREPANCY IN THE DOCUMENTS I SUBMITTED (and there are a few inconsistencies
that may not stand up to scrutiny).
1:20pm— Still awaiting the Lawyer waiting on the Bank for the Costs.
2:10pm— Still awaiting the Lawyer waiting on the Bank for the Costs.
3:05pm— Still awaiting the Lawyer waiting on the Bank for the Costs.
(I reported my ATM card lost. My balance is still $15k. I deposited 1.3k today in
cash when transferring my account to 96St
& ColumbusAv and ordering new checks
with address change. That’s when I discovered the loss of the card. No-one can use it
starting now; none did use it, luckily.)
3:20pm— Just got approximate Cost-figures of $16,500 including a $14,500 certified check. (My balance as of today’s deposit is $16,337.50.)
4:30pm— The Lawyer called now with
the last figure from the Bank: the Clos ing is
on for Monday. I’ll need another $460 or a
total of roughly 17,000 for the Closing. As
of now that leaves me -662.50. With
Karin’s promised 675 cash I will be at
+12.50, monday at 2pm.
Playing it very close to the cuff?!
7:00pm— Home Alone. I did have a
strong impulse to call A an hour ago, but
the prospect of getting into an emotional
hassle frightened me off. I am really quite
focused on carrying out this Closing and

I

the Moving and so am even less available
to Others than normal. I should really start
packing some things tonite, continue tomorrow and on sunday, because monday
will be fairly busy with cleaning up, getting
the certified check, picking up money at the
Loft and having to be ready with every thing
to be moved into the truck when I leave
here at 1pm. Unless I have to go to Brooklyn State Finance Bureau, in which case I
need to leave at 11:30am. (I could pack
books & papers, tapes and the rolls of architectural layouts. Even start dismantling
a couple of lights, the printer. And I also
need to leave time to repair the scratches
in the kitchen table and plaster-fill the
many pin & nail holes in the walls.)
1:00am— I’ve got to get to bed for tomorrow morn’s RW. Today is truly DAY 3 TO
DEPARTURE AND I PACKED MY FIRST
THREE BOXES AND TOOK ALL PLANTS
TO 392CPW.
1:00 pm sa.—

10.29

EXACTLY 2 DAYS TO DEPARTURE
FROM HERE. (Actually I still have the orchid plant, that Gabriella from 91 Street
gave me, that has not yet been brought to
392; I saw her today in her black cotton
turtleneck shirt looking quite attractive—
her garden is covered with masonry dust
from the neighbor rehabilitating his brownstone-building’s rear facade. I went over to
91 to prepare the furniture & furnishing I intend to bring to 392 on tuesday morning.)
uzanne, the real estate broker selling my Loft, just returned my phone
calls regarding when we are meeting with
Duchin, the prospective Pur chaser. He has
supposedly signed and paid a down-payment on the sales contract to which his
lawyer had attached several unacceptable
amendments—like for example being free
to walk away from the deal if he finds the
Loft unsatisfactory between now and taking
possession.
I have of course had some anxiety with
this sale for the last few days and will continue having small attacks of nerves until
money actually changes hands.

S

B
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y the by, I have had
two phone calls from
former architectural clients
inquiring about my availability for work on new projects
that are reaching presentation stage. A sign that I mite
have a little business in the
near future; and there is still
a definite job of the usual two
renderings in a couple of
weeks for my Chemical
client. The last job last month
had three renderings in it and
netted me $2400 which may
well be paid to me this upcoming thursday but definitely the next after (according to
the accounts-payable person).
4:00pm— Still no call-back
from Suzanne, however Alexi
called back responding to my
message regarding “accepting this splendid day and
learning to make more days
splendid regardless of conditions”.
e were to meet to go
for a walk in the fallsplendor park and she had plans to go to a
party alone this evening. We decided to
give these mutually exclusive agenda a little rest; she called back to say that she
wanted to work this afternoon and would I
like me to come this evening because there
was some good stuff on TV. God Help Us!
We are about to step into the shit again— I
am willing tho my memory is still smoldering with the pain we inflicted on each other
the last time and the many times before.
We must be fools. I have had no sexual relations for months but like the dope (pot),
after a while it doesn’t matter any more.
This may end in disaster tonite.

W

(I just want to warn you, dear Jour nal
reader— whether you are just me, myself, or a
stranger, friend or member of my small family— starting tuesday, november 1, I’ll be receiving the NYTimes again and there will likely
be many references to & cut-outs from the

news, especially the people-news. I should
perhaps have bought subscription to the New
York Observer instead— more local & personally oriented.)

“Sir, you’re worrying too much.
Focus more on your moving!” This is the
answer I got when I was nervously badgering a young Hispanic over the phone at UHaul Office about whether a 5:30pm pickup
realistically meant getting caught up in paper work for half an hour or whether I
should rent the truck for 5pm instead,
which would mean an extra $20. I have
now found a garage on 107St (or was that
108) between Columbus and Amsterdam
that would take the truck overnite for $1520. So that’s what I’ll do. Maybe I’ll sleep at
A’s house monday nite if we don’t bust
each other’s chops tonite.
That is now one hour away. Yikes!
I really should be packing some more
and starting to fix the things that need fix6:00pm—
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ing: holes from nails & push-pins and
masking tape; and the scratches on the
kitchen fold-down table for which I bought
plastic wood and sandpaper. Tonite will be
lost for packing unless A & I get into a fight
early on. Tomorrow is RW & sunday breakfast with the group until 11am, then at 2:30
Suzanne & Jason are coming to discuss
the Artist Certifica tion and I think the rest
of the day is open to continue packing & repairing. Monday will be lost because now I
don’t think that hard copy of the State Finance Warrant Vacate will arrive so I’ll
have to go to Brooklyn, then to the Loft for
money ($1000), then to Bank for certifying
of checks & deposit, and finally to the
Lawyers at 67 Vanderbilt at 3pm. Call ParkWest Sales Office for Keys. From there to
50St/B’way Subway to 125St for the truck
and back to 115 Manhattan for the packing
with Rob who needs a phonecall to get
here (he lives across the street).
I know you are dying to find out what
happened between A & I. So am I— should
I prepare myself for a positive outlook, for
valuing the friendship, remembering the irritating ways women’s minds work (it is
critical to men, just different). But what I
must watch out for, is the fact that I get
spooked when she is affectionate or even
flirtatious, as if that takes the dominance &
control away from me— I need to somehow
deflect that instinctive reaction of this old
fashion guy that I am.
10.30
1:00 pm su.—
(noon:time-change)

EXACTLY ONE DAY TO DEPARTURE
FROM HERE and probably, most definitely, the last nite I’ll be spending here— but
tomorrow promises to be a very long day
with much that has to go right.
ast Nite at ALEXI turned out very
fine indeed. I arrived about 7:30 and
sewed a button on my pants, finished
spackling her wall in the bedroom that previously held 100 hung bracelets. We
watched a little TV and then prepared dinner including the chicken soup that I had
brought (her baked potatoes were sick and

L

inedible). We then talked for more than one
hour about US and that was very refreshing because we didn’t fite. We watched
RobinWilliams, the genius writer /performer at the Met, on video. We then went
to bed together and tried to sleep without
involving sexuality. After 30 minutes I went
into the livingroom to sleep. I returned
around 7am and we embraced while sharing morning fantasy chatter. Still no sex.
We did Yoga together in her studio in the
sun looking strait at Central Park across
the street and the Empire State Building 70
blocks to the south sticking up over the still
green tree crowns. Best Building In America— from 1936, my age 60 years old already. We had a splendid breakfast,
cleaned up and I left with us still in good &
en couraging spirits. There was only one
close call when one of us got hurt and
ready to act up.

It is a gorgeous brite sunny day with temperature in the high 50s.

12:00 midnite— Well, I met the person
wanting to buy my Loft: Jason Duchin, an
ambitious creative young man. He arrived
on a beat-up bike with black tape wrap ped
around much of the frame, his clothes were
crumbled and his face was unshaven …he
had a knap sack on his back and an excited
casual style. This man has supposedly at
least $224k to back up his interest in this
my Loft; and he has signed the sales contract which simply needs some modification to protect me as well as his lawyer is
protecting him with conditions attach ed as
riders to our contract. Suzanne came also;
we spent some two hours talking about the
Loft, the Artist Certification and the Co-op.
(The Co-op has again consulted a lawyer
to deal with my sale like they did with my
sublet— I hope they don’t expect me to pay
for lawyer’s time. They still hold in escrow
some $3000 of mine in case I get rebellious.)
he rest of the day, after they left at
4pm, I spent packing my studio,
parts of the kitchen, etc. I have mainly
food, my clothes and this MAC to pack tomorrow and still repair the kitchen-table.
Most of tomorrow daytime hours will be

T
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spent focused on the Closing— checks, the
vacate-warrant & getting money at the Loft.
Good Nite and best of luck to me tomorrow!
9:00 am mo.—

10.31

THIS IS IT: DAY “0”— the last entry
day for october. (I hope I will get a chance
to enter some good news this evening or
tomorrow sometime when I get you set up
again for me to talk to …hopefully that will
be in the sunny brite studio on the 12th
floor at 392CPW …not in jail, not at somebody else’s house because the Closing did
not go thru for lack of money or complications unforeseen.)
The sun is shining in here in the front
studio facing east on
Day "0". I am surrounded by boxes
and piled up furniture. On the ceiling &
walls I see the mat
whitish smudges of
joint-compound
I
filled nail and pushpin
holes with— the walls
are a lite beige satin
finish and the ceiling
a rose color also
satin finish; the jointcompound, like plaster, shows up as non
reflective when I look
against the lite where
the shine of the paint
is in greatest contrast.
did not sleep
well last nite. I
almost felt as if I was
getting a cold or that I had some ill-defined
psychic disorder or restless itchy physical
ache in my bones. I had deliberately left off
the electric heater so as not to deprive myself of oxygen, but in the middle of the nite
I finally got up and started, without a second thought, to assemble the things needed to jerk off: paper towel, to protect the
dark red hungarian carpet from lotion splatter, the usual herbal moisturizing lotion

I

was already packed but I had a white Lubriderm Lotion For Dry Skin which I
brought to the ‘site’; I took off my underpants, knotted my t-shirt in the back so that
the excess fabric in the front wouldn’t interfere with the stoking stroking motion as
well as get lotion on, kneeled down sitting
first on my right haunch in order to jerk off
as usual with my left hand to keep my right
free to draw more or larger breasts or
cocks on my photos, but since I has
packed those away too I decided to change
position and jerk off with the right hand for
a ‘lucky’ change.
(I had been tempted finally to rid myself
of this ritual by throwing away those two
“Cherry” magazines dated 1975 and a
small photo graph ic
manual “Everything
You Always Wanted
To Know About Sex
and more” 1970— so
many lonely hours
spent spending with
them; I had also been
experiencing some
lower back problems
lately since resuming
jerking off from a tenday lay-off from feeling burn-out or simply being too busy
with the Condo-dealings).
Now instead I
went into a closed
eyes fantasy. Who or
what to choose? I
wanted to choose
Alexi. I rejected that
thought almost rite
away for some unknown reason— I was
disillusioned with our relationship and we
hadn’t had sexual relations for weeks or
even months. I chose Holly, a recent
blonde addition to our racewalking group, a
big energetic woman with a friendly attitude. I imagined an ample fleshy
hip/ass/vagina mass that welcomed me
with open legs, turning over willingly, etc
…but much as I pounded away at the flesh
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I couldn’t orgasm. I gave up. I tried once
more …gave up and went back to bed.
Around 8:30am Ordover, the lawyer
called with the break-down of charges
from the Closing lawyers: $17,093.82.
Nine checks. That is all I have left— 9.

I

spoke briefly to Alexi who called me—
she had been out dancing like a crazy
animal last nite at a latin club on B’way
with Carlos (I presume. No wonder the
doorman at 444CPW has started to check
upstairs on the intercom when I arrive to
visit— he sees several other cabal leros,
like Carlos the argentinean and Duke the
vietnamese, arrive there and he’s there to
protect A from confusion and intrusion of
jealous men.) “Every bone in my body
aches from hours of dancing to the crazy
rhythms!” Can you imagine that I am really
not jealous. Not much— a little, but it also
saves me from having to do these things

with her. Not that I wouldn’t like to occasionally, but I am this closet person, the
one who talks to you who is my real lover,
who I’m true to.
Now I should get back to either packing &
repairing, or exercising and feeding myself on
this last day at my little garden apartment. And
to wait on the mail delivery for that Warrantvacate. Bye for now.

11:00am— The letter did not arrive. The
lawyers won’t take a fax direct to the
lender’s bank from the finance office. I
must go there. (It’s still possible that it’s at
39 Bond St, but I can’t go there first— not
enough time.)
I need to leave any minute now. I
haven’t eaten yet. I have meditated. I
haven’t completely packed. I must pack.
I must leave. In 2.5 hours is the Closing
and I need to go to Bank to certify, to
B’klyn for letter and to Loft for money.
My balance is Net & Gross $16,437.50.

1994: 11 NEXT

LIST OF SIGNIFICANT & OFT-MENTIONED PERSONS

FAMILY:
MAMMIE: JEANNE GERO
TATA: GEORGE GERO
DOGGIE: ERIK AAES,
NEVA

KAY

TIA
TEMA
ANNEMARIE

NIELS-ERIK

EDJA GRÜNSTEIN
FRIENDS:
Bob
Chet
Thad
Judith
Mandy
Vanessa
Ro
M
A

MOTHER, (Wilhemina) Grünstein b. 1911 Kiev Ukraine; family emi
grated to Germany ‘28. Married Aaes ‘33, married Gero in
‘40. Emigrated US ‘41. d. ‘85 (brain tumor). Artist & linguist.
STEPFATHER, (Gjury) b. 1901 Hungary; emigrated to Denmark ‘33;
emigrated US ‘41. Psychoanalyst; daughter Neva. d. 1993
(old age); Grandchildren Alexander & Hannah (Dan & May).
FATHER, b. 1900 Denmark. Married Jeanne ‘33, son Jan Peter; mar
ried Carin ‘43; daughter Annemarie, son Niels-Erik; d. 1968
(arteriosclerosis). Theater & film-set architect.
SISTER, b. 1945. Editor, married Sammy, professor. Children (Alex)
Alexander b.’66 & Hannah b. ’68 (NEPHEW & NIECE).
DAUGHTER, b. 1963; married Don ‘87, divorced; lives CA.Teacher;
mother of Dan & May b.’87 & ‘89 (GRANDCHILDREN).
DAUGHTER, b. 1964, lives CT. Engineer-manager, unmarried.
EX-WIFE, b. 1947 Alabama US; lives Nanuet NY.Fashion designer.
Common-law marriage ‘63, daughters Kay & Tia; son Lacy
b.‘75. Sister Samantha, mother Rita, NY.
HALF-SISTER, b. 1942 Denmark; lives DK, film industry, husband
Peter, film-maker, two sons.
HALF-BROTHER, b. 1948 Denmark; lives DK; architect; wife Ellen,
social worker; one son one daughter.
UNCLE, b. 1915 Kiev Ukraine; family emigrated to Germany ‘28, to
Israel ‘39. Engineer, retired; wife Anna, son Gad (COUSIN).

Robert R, highschool friend; professor; lives NJ; wife Kathy & two sons.
Chester B, highschool friend; doctor; lives PA; widower, two daughters one son.
Thaddeus K, college friend; architect; lives CA, wife Carol one son one daughter.
wife, married ‘56, divorced ‘61. Actor, lives NY.
companion ‘71-’80; artist, lives NY.
companion ‘83-’85; teacher, lives NY.
Rosalinda, companion ‘87-’89; actor & teacher, lives CA.
Margaret, companion ‘89-’91; teacher, lives NY.
Alexi, companion ‘92-95; artist, lives NY.

DOCTORS:
Douglas M, doctor & nutritionist; Bruce M physiotherapist; Gladys W therapist; Lynn M psychotherapist; Ed S psychotherapist; Ann F (AF), therapist.

COMMON ABBREVIATIONS:
K = Kay; Ti = Tia; T = Tema. CP = Central Park; R = running; RW = racewalking; Y & M = yoga,
meditation & breathing exercise; M = marijuana.

SYMBOLS TO TRACE INFO:
[St]: sport statistics; [Id]: idea; [Re]: realization; [Sx]: sex; [PS]: psychical; [Lo]: love; [Ma]: marijuana;
[Hi]: historical; [Fi]: film; [Fa]: family; [Wo]: woman; [Co]: compliment; [Inj]: injury; [St]: life statistics.
[Health]; [Ev]: Event; [dance]
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